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Abstract
Throughout history, writing has been one of the main ways that human
culture is created, archived and diffused. For some earlier Germanic and
Scandinavian peoples, the Runes were the script that fulfilled this role.
Even though runic writing fell into disuse in Scandinavia by the Thirteenth century, the history of written registers shows that scripts that are
still actively used, like the Latin alphabet, have gone through transformations that reflect the reality of the time they exist to serve. Such transformations now include the new specification for Variable Fonts, which
can make typography as dynamic as one of its most popular media of
consumption — the World Wide Web. In this context, this work seeks to
combine the Scandinavian Younger Futhark, still relevant by how influential the culture it helped to register has become, and the new OpenType specification, creating a variable Runic typeface that can be used
seamlessly in contemporary contexts. The resulting typeface varies along
four axes: (i) weight; (ii) height; (iii) softness; and (iv) angularity. The
weight axis changes the gauge of the strokes composing each rune, and
the height axis changes the vertical height of the runes. The softness axis
changes the terminations and angles from straight-cut to soft and rounded, and finally, the angularity axis changes the runeforms from the
newer rounded style to the older jagged shapes. All axes were designed
taking into consideration the historical heritage of the runic scripts. The
typeface was then evaluated by volunteers from multiple backgrounds:
people from runic study groups; design researchers and professionals;
and specialists in runic inscriptions as well as type designers of nonLatin characters. The results of this evaluation stage were used to iteratively fine-tune the design of the typeface.
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Resumo
Ao longo da sua história, a escrita tem sido um dos principais meios
através dos quais a cultura humana é criada, arquivada e difundida.
Para vários povos germânicos e escandinavos antigos, as Runas eram a
forma de escrita a cumprir tal papel. Mesmo com a escrita rúnica tendo
caído em desuso na Escandinávia à volta do século XIII, a história
mostra que sistemas de escrita que continuam em uso, como o alfabeto
latino, passaram por transformações que refletem a realidade da época
a que servem. Este histórico de transformações inclui agora uma nova
especificação para tipos variáveis, que vem tornar a tipografia tão
dinâmica quanto um de seus meios de comunicação mais populares —
a World Wide Web. Neste contexto, este trabalho pretende combinar as
Runas nórdicas do Younger Futhark, ainda relevantes no foclore e na
cultura nordica com a nova especificação OpenType para as Variable
Fonts, criando uma fonte rúnica variável que poderá ser usada em contextos contemporâneos. O tipo de letra desenvolvido varia ao longo de
quatro eixos: (i) peso; (ii) altura; (iii) suavidade; e (iv) angularidade. O
eixo do peso controla a espessura das linhas que compõem cada glifo, e
o eixo da altura controla o comprimento das hastes verticais. O eixo da
suavidade modifica as terminações e os ângulos de cada glifo e, por
fim, o eixo da angularidade muda as formas angulares mais antigas até
as formas arredondadas mais recentes. Todos os eixos foram desenhados tendo em consideração o legado histórico da escrita rúnica. O tipo
de letra desenvolvido foi então avaliado por um conjunto de voluntários de diferentes áreas: pessoas com conhecimentos sobre escrita e
leitura de runas; investigadores, estudantes e profisionais de Design
Gráfico; e especialistas no estudo de inscrições rúnicas e em design de
tipos não-latinos. Os resultados desta avaliação foram usados para refinar iterativamente o desenho do tipo de letra.
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Introduction
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The ancient concept of putting down thoughts in the form of
words is now second nature to us. It has been one of the most
important means by which human culture is created, maintained
and disseminated. Most of recorded history, in fact, is only so
due to the written registers that have allowed us to piece
together the stories of entire civilisations. Writing takes the
ephemeral concept of a simple thought and turns it into
something perennial, which can be remembered and eternalised.
For many centuries, the script that filled that role in northern
Europe was the Runic script. Being from a time when writing was
not as commonplace as it is today—or even as it has been for the
past five centuries—surviving runic inscriptions are surrounded
with an air of mystery, and are treated with a certain kind of
reverence by historians and laymen alike. For Scandinavia, the
alphabet that enlightened the Viking age was what is now called
the Younger Futhark: The first runic alphabet to be primarily used
as a writing script, and not just for magical or ritualistic purposes.
After the Christianisation of Scandinavia, the runic script
eventually fell into disuse; first in Scandinavia, and eventually in
the whole of western Europe – being replaced by the Latin
alphabet, which as is known, has remained in use till actuality. Due
to how ubiquitous it has become, the Latin alphabet has stood the
test of time and gotten to go through a series of transformation
processes – the development of cursive scripts, which led to
lowercase letters, the printing press and the transition into digital
type, to name a few – that the Runes never did. Because of the
renewed popularity of the runic alphabets, there is already a
handful of runic digital typefaces out there — but this project
intends to explore what new technologies like OpenType font
variations can do for these ancient, intriguing letterforms. For that
purpose, the practical component of this project focuses itself
around the development of a variable typeface of the Younger
Futhark alphabet, which will take historically bound physical
characteristics of the runes into consideration for the variation
axes that will be implemented; as well as features present in
contemporary digital typefaces.

1.1 Motivation
The idea of variable fonts has been toyed with by the likes of
Apple and Adobe for a long time. After the many calls and
predictions for the resurgence of this idea, it seems like this is
the time it finally catches on, bringing about unprecedented
flexibility and possibilities for both static and dynamic media,
with a special focus on web technologies as the medium that
finally bring out the best in Variable Fonts.
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The Nordic runes never really went through the transformations
caused by historical landmarks such as the invention of the printing
press and the digital revolution. Because of that, and because the
culture from the time when they were used is still so influential and
more popular than ever in recent history, we see sense in paying
homage to the Runes by putting them through the paces of the
process our own writing system has undergone.
Succeding a few projects that treat and present the runes in the light
of contemporary typography and design, this project seeks to
combine the ancient Younger Futhark and the technological novelty
of the new standard for Variable Fonts, breaking territory that looks
to have been thus far unexplored.

1.2 Framework
From as early as the 1970s, the ideas of algorithmically designed and
variable type have existed, but been prevented from reaching
mainstream use due to technological limitations. Eventually,
advancements both in the technology medium and in the format
definitions allowed products that included related functionalities to
finally reach type designers (Ikarus, Superpolator, Adobe Multiple Master
(MM) technology) and, eventually, end-users as well (Adobe MM
fonts, Apple Truetype GX, OpenType Variable Fonts).
Ever since the still somewhat recent release of the new OpenType
specification, new possibilities keep appearing as to what possibilities
have been brought about by the technology. From regular humanist
fonts varying only in weight to characters in the shape of animals
that move like a cartoon when varying along a custom axis, there is
plenty of territory yet to be explored in the conception and design
of variable fonts. Making use of the new OpenType font variations
technology and applying its principles to a non-Latin writing system
will present interesting opportunities to explore new possibilities in
terms of variation axes and glyph anatomy.

1.3 Scope and Objectives
This project focuses itself around the field of algorithmically
assisted type design in the context of variable typefaces. Its goal is to
make use of the new OpenType font variations technology to
develop a variable typeface of the Runic letters of medieval
Scandinavia, an alphabet whose relevance centuries after its fall into
disuse stems from how influential the culture around its active use
time has become.
To do that, as for the first part, a historical introduction and
contextualisation to the Runic alphabets, in general, will be
presented, followed by a brief delve into the specifics of the
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Scandinavian Younger Futhark. Then, a reconstructed timeline with
the history of algorithmically assisted type design and of variable
typefaces will be constructed, including important steps in the
development of the technologies that culminated in what these
concepts have come to currently represent and showcasing work
conceived through means of the technologies in question.
For the second part, a variable typeface of the Younger Futhark
alphabet will be designed, taking the history of the runes into
consideration for the definition of what variation axes will be used;
as well as possible hints based on what contemporary typefaces
usually have to offer. To do that, first, the information will be
gathered concerning the definition of the variation axes; after which
design and development of the typeface itself will begin. After each
iteration, the results will be evaluated, and the outcome of each
evaluation orients each new design cycle. To successfully develop this
dissertation, it is considered important that each of the following
objectives is fulfilled:
1. To collect and provide a brief historical-cultural background
about the development and usage of Futhark runes;
2. To collect and present the historical foundations of algorithmic
and variable type design, with a special focus on parametric type
design and OpenType Variable Fonts technology.
3. To determine a set of visual parameters that may be taken into
consideration during the design of runic variable typeface
and/or type family.
4. To design and develop one variable runic typeface taking into
account the visual parameters defined previously.
5. To develop a tool that enables the visualisation, in a parametric
way, of the designed typeface and its multiple design variations.
6. To assess the developed typeface and its variation mechanism
according to their legibility and readability;
7. To assess the developed typeface according to its coherence and
diversity, creating and analysing a showcase of visual artefacts.
8. To disseminate the results of this study as well as to make
available the resulting typeface.
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1.4 Document Structure
This paper is organised as follows: Introduction, Introduction to the
Runic Alphabets, Technological Background, Related Work, Work
Plan, Typeface Development, Evaluation and Design Cycles, Results,
and finally, Conclusion and Future Work.
In the first chapter, the subject and motivation behind the dissertation
are presented, as well as its framework and technological focus.
The second chapter, Introduction to the Runic Alphabets, serves to
bring the reader up to speed on the definitions and historical context
of the Runes and of a small portion of their associated lore.
For the third chapter, the objective is to construct a timeline of the
establishment of algorithmically assisted type design and of variable
fonts both as concept and technology.
The fourth chapter presents projects and work related to this one
insofar as having a central theme of digital runic typefaces.
Chapter five, the work plan, defines a structured timetable for the
completion of each objective defined for this project.
In the sixth chapter, the process of developing a runic Variable Font
is described in detail, providing samples along the entire report. It
also goes through intermissions that describe our attempts at
contacting specialists that could provide counsel in dealing with the
goals set for this project.
The seventh chapter, Evaluation and Design Cycles, pertains to the
testing phase the typeface went through, as well as the cycles of
development involved in implementing the associated improvements.
Chapter eight exhibits the resulting typeface in its final version. This
is done with specimens as well as additional material, designed to
showcase it in real-world applications.
The ninth chapter wraps it all up, summarising what is discussed
along the full extent of this document and discussing future work to
be done in its context.
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Introduction to the Runic Alphabets
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The runic alphabets are collections of letters used from around the
2nd century[1] across Europe. They were actively used in
Scandinavia in the form of the Elder Futhark script (shown in
Figure 1) until around the year 700, and characterised the epoch that
is now called the Viking age. From then, it went through a short
transitional period that lasted till the late 700s, and stayed in use until
around 1100[2] in its Younger Futhark form. The runes themselves
were the letters from which such alphabets were composed. In their
active use period, the shape of these letters and its phonetic
correlation varied aligned with the evolution of the various
Germanic languages. Generally, each rune represents a different
sound. Nevertheless, in practice, certain symbols end up being
employed to represent a variety of sounds. That discrepancy
between symbol and sound is, however, not as far-reaching as that
of modern English, for example[3].

Figure 1.1: The Elder Futhark. Available at «http://vikingrune.com/
wp-content/uploads/2008/11/elder_futhark.jpg»

The word ‘rune’ itself carries over more meaning than that of a
simple glyph or letter. The word stems mainly from old English and
its related languages, in which it took the literal meaning of ‘secret,’
or ‘mystery’. As that correlation suggests, runes were never a merely
utilitarian script, with evidence pointing to a strong link between
them and their adopters’ folk practices and beliefs in magic,
divination and other such rites. In fact, communication between
people seems to have been the least frequent use case for runic
writing throughout its history[3]. For many runologists, each Elder
Futhark rune carries some esoteric meaning or signifies a “secret”
about the workings of the universe[4].
The origin of the runes is, to this day, a matter of discussion.
Nowadays, the theory that holds the most support is related to
a supposed Northern Italic origin, with arguments for it being
influenced by Latin, Etruscan, and even Greek letters. They are also
thought to have been created by a single individual, rather than to
have resulted from standard evolutionary development – a theory
strongly defended by Swedish Scholar Fritz v. Askeberg in 1944[3].
When it comes to their shape and visual composition, each runic
glyph was generally made up of long vertical lines, which branched
into mostly diagonal segments (likely because horizontal segments
would follow the grain of the wood upon being carved, and risk
splitting it[5], although this reasoning is subject to debate)[1, p. 110].
Taking into consideration the folklore behind the runes, it is possible
to take them as ideographic representations of certain aspects of
their associated esoteric/magical meaning (e.g., Ansuz representing
“the wind-blown cloak of Óðinn,” and Algiz as the horns of an
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elk, or the branches on a tree)[4]. The shape of these letters was also
subject to some degree of regional and temporal variation (as shown
in figure 2).
Despite the age of their active use being long gone, runes are still
used for a variety of different purposes in the present time.
Nowadays, they are studied by scholars that take interest in the fields
of both history and linguistics. Furthermore, many hobbyist
runologists focus on the study not of the runes as script, but on
their esoteric and folkloric aspects (be it out of faith/religious
practice or just as simple ludic interest) (e.g. therunesite.com,
runesbyragnar.com, runesecrets.com). The subculture created by
a sudden surge in the popularity of ancient Norse mythology
promoted a rise in the use of runes and runic-inspired symbols in
popular culture and in the media[6]. Traditional European folk music
groups and historical re-enactment sites seem to be more popular
than ever, keeping alive a culture where a runic renaissance finds
fertile grounds to take place[7].
Even before that time, however, their magical/mysterious
background saw them adapted and used in a number of acclaimed
fantasy franchises. The most relevant example remains The Lord of
the Rings, by John R. R. Tolkien, a professor of linguistics whose
expertise in archaic English involved substantial knowledge of the
Anglo-Saxon runes. The franchise counts among its many writing
systems a family of runic scripts called Cirth (as shown on figure 3),
created with base on historical runes[8], [9].

Figure 1.2: Variations of the óss rune in the
Younger Futhark. Available in «https://
en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ansuz_(rune)#/media/
File:Forasrun.svg»

Figure 1.3: Cover art for The Hobbit decorated
with Cirth runes. Available in «https://
hannahjanewrites.com/wp-content/uploads/
2012/12/thehobbit_oldcover.jpg»

2.1 The Younger Futhark
The Younger Futhark was used in Scandinavia mostly during the
Viking Age (c. 790 - 1100). This particular alphabet descended from
the Germanic Elder Futhark but contains fewer runes—16 against
24—which is rather odd, given that Old Norse—the language this
reduced set of runes was used to write—had evolved to contain
more phonemes than Proto-Norse, the one associated with the older
variants[3, p. 21], [10, p. 263]. Another strange aspect to this
evolution is that some runes took on phonetic values that belonged
to different runes in the previous one (e.g., Algiz used to hold
a phonetic value of Z. In the Younger Futhark, it went on to take
the phonetic value of M, previously held by the MannaR rune,
which ceased to exist)(See figure 7).

Figure 1.5: The Younger Futhark. Available at «https://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/thumb/
9/98/Yngre_futharken.svg/1920px-Yngre_futharken.svg.png»
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Figure 1.4: Rök Runestone. Available at «https://
upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/b/
b1/R%C3%B6kstenen_1.JPG»

Figure 1.6: Sö 107 runic inscription. Available at
«https://sokisamlingar.sormlandsmuseum.se/
items/show/363386»

Figure 1.7: Phonetic correspondence chart of the
Scandinavian Younger Futhark variants in
relation to the Elder or Common Germanic
Futhark. [3]

When it comes to how they were written and read, the Scandinavian
Runic scripts were rather flexible, having never existed as a single,
unified standard. It was possible to write both from left to right and
from right to left, as well as from bottom to top and from top to
bottom; and even boustrophedon: there and back, or ‘as the ox
ploughs’[1, p. 111] (see figure 4). No divisions or spaces between
text parts were required: It was commonplace to simply juxtapose
words[1, p. 134], with some inscriptions separating them with a
division mark, which often resembled a colon (:)[12], as seen on
figure 6, or an interpunct (·)[11, p. 203], as seen on figure 8.
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Figure 1.8: Saltfleetby spindle-whorl
inscription[11], showing division marks that
resemble an interpunct.
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Technological Background
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The idea of algorithmic type design is not new: In fact, It has been
around since the early 1970s, when Dr Peter Karow first delved
into calculating the first variations in typefaces and interpolating
them within URW’s Ikarus system[13], [14]. But, as stated by
Angela Riechers in her article on AIGA EyeOnDesign[15]: “The
development of new typefaces is inextricably linked to the
technology available to make and reproduce them.” Despite the
continued efforts of people like Dr Karow, Dr Knuth and Erik
and Petr van Blokland towards bringing mathematically governed
digital type to the mainstream, an admixture of technological
limitations and low adoption rates have prevented the reaching
of this goal — at least until recently, with the official release of
the OpenType Font Variations technology. Throughout this
chapter, an overview of the most relevant attempts at using
mathematical algorithms to facilitate type design will be
presented, as well as their respective advantages and limitations.
In 1977, mathematician Dr Donald
Knuth started working on the
Metafont description language,
meant to be a part of the original
TeX typesetting system[15], [16].
Metafont defines the points that
control the shapes of glyphs with
algebraic expressions, allowing for
quick adjustments in the look and
feel of an entire typeface (which for
universal language support, can
mean upwards of 600 characters)
by making changes to the mathematical formulae that define how
the glyphs are drawn. It was promising from the get-go, but for
all its qualities—being freely available, capable and quite
powerful—as stated by Dave Crossland in his 2008 article[16],
Metafont never really caught on. This is likely due to an aspect it
shares with TeX: its lack of immediate visual feedback and of
interactivity. After Metafont source code was written, various
programs needed to be run to generate graphics, and then
another different program was needed to visualise them;
involving a long and detached process not dissimilar to that of
writing old-fashioned TeX documents[16]. This detachment of
type design from its visual, concrete side alienates experienced
type designers who are already so used to taking a hands-on
approach with their outlines – as Dr Donald Knuth himself
once said, “Asking an artist to become enough of a
mathematician to understand how to write a font with 60
parameters is too much.”[17]
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Figure 2.1: Typeface outlines digitised with
Ikarus (1972). Available at «hhttps://
commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/
File:Ikarus_Outline_Description.jpg»

Figure 2.2: Metafont code describing the ‘A’
character shown to the right. Available at «https:/
/csdl-images.computer.org/mags/an/2018/03/
figures/man20180300783.gif»

In 2014, however, years after penning his 2008 article “Why didn’t
Metafont catch on?”[16], Crossland presented a talk at a TeX Users
Group event, entitled “Metapolator: Why Metafont is finally catching
on”[18]. In it, Crossland discusses Metapolator, a web application
intended to give Metafont the visual immediacy and interactivity it needed
to become relevant to type designers[19]. It started as a joint effort by
himself and the Swiss type designer Simon Egli, who had been involved
in the development of Metaflop[20], another metafont-based web app
that worked around a similar idea: allowing non-programmers to adjust
the parameters in metafonts intuitively. Despite that, Metapolator’s last
Github commit was in 2018[21], and the alpha prototype in their
website fails to load. Another metafont-based font creation tool,
Prototypo, announced the sunsetting of its SaaS version and a company
shutdown in mid-2020[22]. Maybe Metafont isn’t catching on after all.

Figure 2.3: The Metaflop modulator, a
convenient graphical UI for Metafont-based
font tweaking. Available at «https://
www.metaflop.com/modulator»

While Metafont’s fiercest enthusiasts attempted to find ways to make it
relevant to type designers who didn’t wish to delve into programming,
different manners of algorithmic type design were taking flight. In
1991, Adobe introduced their Multiple Master (MM) technology — an
extension to their PostScript Type 1 specification[23], based on the
interpolation algorithm created for Ikarus by Dr. Peter Karow, and
built on it to bring interpolation to the end user, into the world of
desktop publishing[14], [24]. MM-format fonts were built from two
or more outline-type master fonts, from which many instances could
be generated through interpolation along one or more design axes
(width, weight, optical size, or even custom axes defined by the
designer)[23], [25]. The technology achieved some success, as Adobe
did their best to encourage development of application support and
user adoption (Even going so far as assigning big type design names
like Robert Slimbach and Carol Twombly to retrofit existing font
families to the new MM format)[23]. The technology had faithful
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adopters who used it to achieve impressive results: Dutch type
designer Lucas de Groot[26], using MM to practically apply his very
own interpolation theory[27], enabled him to release the Thesis family
in 1994 – the largest type family created at the time[28].

Figure 2.4: Multiple Master fonts in PageMaker 6.5
(1996). Available at «https://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=kvD__o3-azE&t=1s»

Despite all the technology’s many attractive functionalities, MM fonts
were reportedly quite daunting for end-users to work with[23]. Little real
support for the format came along from application developers, and
even in the ones that supported it, working with it was invariably painful
— every instance a user wanted to try had to be generated and stored
locally, resulting in a mess of cryptically named font files. Users would
end up using only the pre-generated instances that shipped with each
MM font, defeating the purpose of using the technology altogether[23].
Shortly after Adobe released their MM format, Apple came out with
TrueType GX – a format extension which, in addition to making various
important advancements to how digital text is handled today[14], added
MM-like variation functionality to TrueType, with the differing aspect of
allowing for dynamic variation of axis values (as opposed to explicitly
creating static instances with the chosen values on the Adobe side)[29].
The QuickDraw GX graphics environment was quickly abandoned, but
many of its components remain active and relevant to this day[30],
something that will be discussed further into this section.

Figure 2.5: Poster for Lucas De Groot’s 1994
typeface Thesis. Available at «https://
i.pinimg.com/originals/19/df/c5/19dfc
51375abf0abaaae8cd07c1ab739.jpg»

Figure 2.6: Instances of Skia, a precursor ‘variable
font’ made by Matthew Carter with Apple’s TrueType
GX. Available at «https://commons.wikimedia.org/
wiki/File:Skia_variants.png»

Also in the early 1990s, Petr van Blokland (who created a parametric
Ikarus variant and even developed a Macintosh version of it in the
1980s) and his brother Erik and Just van Rossum joined efforts in
creating RoboFOG, a version of Fontographer (the market standard at
the time) that embedded a Python interpreter for writing extensions
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Figure 2.7: GUI instance of Superpolator.
Available at «https://doc.robofont.com/
images/how-tos/creating-designspacefiles_Superpolator.png»

(Python had been created not much earlier, by Just’s brother Guido
van Rossum)[14]. The features in RoboFOG made their way into
RoboFab[31], a Python library for manipulation and storage of fonts
in the UFO (Unified Font Objects) format, created by the same
group. The library is still maintained, and ever since 2012, a purePython UFO font editor for MacOS has been available:
RoboFont[32], developed by Frederik Barlaen.
Erik van Blokland has a relevant project of his own when it comes
to algorithmic type design: The MutatorMath interpolation system,
which powered Superpolator, a MacOS application that Erik
developed in 2004. It allowed for multidimensional interpolation,
enabling type designers to manipulate UFO-format masters,
generating instances and design explorations[33]. It even supported
complex conditional rules for fine-tuning interpolation without the
need for so many intermediate masters — but since standard font
formats of the time were exclusively static, all of the sophisticated
dynamics and flexibility possible within the software had to be
flattened into the same old static fonts before making it into the end
user’s hands[34]. Eventually, due to the complications and sluggish
workflow that derived from using a separate application to use
interpolation, apart from the similar but different mathematical
model brought on by the new OpenType standards, the development
of Superpolator eventually ceased[33]. In its place, van Blokland
developed and maintains Skateboard, a RoboFont extension that
allows the user to work within the same application they use to
design their masters, looking at interpolation results instantly,
resulting in a more streamlined workflow[35].
The aforementioned efforts to bring algorithmic/parametric
typography into the mainstream had different, wide-ranging levels of
success and adoption, but they all share one common factor: Each
attempt took place at times when people were mainly designing for
print: An inherently static medium. The new OpenType specification
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arrives at a time where the World Wide Web — an extremely dynamic
medium — has become a ubiquitous part of people’s lives. This was
expressed even before the new-fangled OpenType font variations
were a thing, when Fontlab’s Director of Products Adam Twardoch
called for a resurrection of the concept of variable fonts in 2013.
Among other factors, he mentioned variable fonts would play well
into the “responsive web” paradigm, offer tremendous compression
potential, and could be much more easily implemented on the Web
than in any desktop application[36]. At around the same time, Nick
Sherman (who is now mentioned in the Microsoft documentation for
the new format[37]) was writing down his musings on what non-static
fonts could do for the Web, an inherently dynamic medium[34].
And so, it finally arrives: In 2016, OpenType format specification
1.8 comes out, bringing with it the OpenType font variations
technology. Fonts in this format are suitably called Variable Fonts,
a term that had been used time and again to describe this technology
before it ever came to be[34], [36]. The much sought after the
resurrection of the MM/TrueType GX concept makes its way into
the surface, in no small part thanks to TrueType GX itself. The new
specification has at its core much from the original GX architecture,
to the point of some original GX fonts requiring minimal
modification to work in platforms that support the new OpenType
format[38]. Confirming Twardoch’s foreshadowing, one of its great
advantages comes in the form of reduced file sizes, which in turn,
mean smaller disc footprint and webfont bandwidth[38].
The technology behind it was jointly developed by Microsoft, Apple,
Google and Adobe, with the involvement of technical experts from
font foundries and developers of font tools. This joint effort means
that the issues of incompatibility and lack of support that plagued
(and ultimately doomed) the previous attempts are unlikely to affect
the new standard. Files in the new format include a single set of
outlines that forms the basis for the typeface family, and a set of
design axes (weight, width, optical size, or custom, designer-specified
axes) that describe how the typeface family varies. They also include
a set of deltas that describe how the outline shapes, kerning, metrics,
and mark positioning change across said axes[37]. This allows for the
equivalent of an entire family of individual fonts—with multiple
weights, optical sizes, italics and beyond—to be compactly packaged
within a single file[38].
Variable Fonts can finally work in an environment where they make
sense, making Web layouts able to be even more responsive and
allowing for fluid fine-tuning of type to the point of no compromises.
From the simple task of filling a rectangle with type[15] to possibilities
like adjusting ascender and descender sizes according to line height
[39], fonts in the new format allow designers and developers to ensure
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that dynamic content is presented at its best throughout different
screen sizes, orientations, and even pixel densities[38]. Despite the
clear benefits of variable fonts as webfonts, designers who focus on
static media can still benefit from the new format, just as the faithful
adopters of Adobe’s MM technology did: Additional flexibility and
fine-tuning of the typographic palette are a welcome addition,
especially now that application support is finally here for it.

Figure 2.8: Filling the same space with
different amounts of text with instances
of the Fit Hebrew variable font. Available
at «https://eyeondesign.aiga.org/
parametric-and-variable-typefacesystems-shape-shifters-forletterforms»

Projects focused around generative typography also classify as
algorithmically assisted type design. Some names mentioned above
will be familiar in the context of generative type: Erik van Blokland
and Just van Rossum are also the creators of FF Beowolf, the very
first generative font[40]. After the appearance of Beowolf, other
projects have continued to create and implement different manners
of introducing the generative aspect into type design. Applications
like Bastard (Tobias Tschense) [41] and Fontmixer +- (Stefanie
Oppenhäuser) [42] have the admixture of parts of different fonts as
their take on the generative aspect. Projects such as typEm (Catarina
Maçãs) [43] and Typographic Music (Dina Silanteva) [44] use
different types of media (text for the former, music for the latter) as
input to shape the generative aspect of their software. Others like
Evotype (Tiago Martins)[45] and Elien (Tatevik Aghabayan) [46]
have an aspect of modularity to them. Also, algorithmic approaches
are sometimes employed to develop systems that enable the user to
generate type designs, or letterings, throughout the definition of
a set of parameters (e.g. Letterspecies (Fábio Pereira) [47] or
Laika (Flückiger, Kunz) [48].v
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4.

Related Work: Runic Typefaces
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As mentioned in the introductory chapter, digital runic fonts
have been around for a while now, albeit not being very
common. There is no shortage of Latin typefaces that take
inspiration in the runes for their styling, such as Nordic
(2014) and [49] Comic Runes (2013) [50] – likely a symptom
of Norse mythology’s surge in popularity within pop culture.
Actual runic typefaces, however, are a much rarer breed. As
far as we know, in the context of variable fonts, this project
looks like it might be the first one being developed.
The closest project to be found was the AllRunes project [51],
a runic typeface family developed in Metafont by professor
Carl-Gustav Werner in the 1990s, with the intent of
typesetting runes in LaTeX. It contains static variations for
features like crossbar height and roundness of the segments,
with predefined values that can be selected by the user.
Other runic fonts were created in the 1990s. Gullskoen [52]
and Gullhornet [53], intended respectively to represent the
Elder and the Younger Futharks, were developed by prof.
Odd Einar Haugen, a professor and researcher of Old
Norse at the Bergen University in Norway. Both fonts were
available in TrueType and PostScript, being thus compatible
with computers running both Windows and Mac OS
operating systems, suitable for usage in WYSIWYG (what
you see is what you get) applications. Also in the same
decade, Linguist’s Software developed TransRunic [54] –
much like the former three examples, a typeface
developed for linguists, by linguists.

FuQoRk hniaS
Fuqork hnias

Figure 3.1: Three different variations of runicinspired typeface Nordic. Available at «https://
creativemarket.com/ybereziner/661998-NordicFont?u=medialoot»

Figure 3.2: Runic-inspired characters of the Comic
Runes typeface. Available at «https://
www.behance.net/gallery/9477063/ComicRunes-%28Free-Font%29»

Figure 3.3: Three different weights of the allrunes
typeface, by prof. Carl-Gustav Werner. Available
in «https://ctan.math.washington.edu/texarchive/fonts/allrunes/allrunes.pdf»

Figure 3.4: Characters from Gullhornet (top)
and Gullskoen (bottom) typefaces. Font
downloaded free of charge at «https://
folk.uib.no/hnooh/runefont/»

Figure 3.5: Some of the glyphs in the
TransRunic typeface. Available in «https:/
/linguistsoftware.com/rn.htm»
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When it comes to the newer digital runic fonts, most of
them tend to be over-stylised and intended for decorative
or entertainment-related applications. Dan Smith’s Fantasy
Fonts - Historical Rune Font Pack (1999) [8] contains a
multitude of different runesets, including some made
following John R. R. Tolkien’s specifications for the Cirth
alphabet in The Lord of The Rings, but also with families
depicting re-stylised historically accurate glyphs. The
language used in Dan Smith’s website makes it sound like
that his fonts might have been used in either the film
adaptations or print editions of The Hobbit, but we found
no way of confirming that. This decorative theme is
followed by Norse (2014) [55], a rune-inspired Latin
typeface that also happens to cover the entirety of the
Unicode runic range, even if in a fantasy inspired style.
Pertho (2017) [56], by Adam Jagosz, is a font that mixes
Latin and runic characters in an attempt to unify the styling
between them. This results both in a Latinisation of the
runic glyphs and in a distortion of the Latin letters to make
them resemble runes, causing the two scripts to blend in
with each other. This effect, visually interesting as it may
be, seems to make both scripts less legible, and it takes
some time for the reader to realise which script it is that
they are looking upon at a first glance.

Figure 3.6: Verses of a poem set in Dan
Smith’s Fantasy Fonts - Germanic Runes
typeface. Available in «http://
www.acondia.com/fonts/runes/
index.html#helps»

Figure 3.7: Younger Futhark runes from
the Norse typeface. Available in «https://
www.behance.net/gallery/15536975/
Norse-free-font»

Figure 3.8: Showcase material for the
Pertho typeface. Available in «https://
www.behance.net/gallery/
55498281/Pertho-Font»

FKfuthark (2012) [57], a typeface created by a designer who
goes only by the name Rasselbock, strikes a remarkable
balance between style and function, even if it takes some
liberties when following the basic shapes seen in historical
runic inscriptions. It is available in two weights: regular and
bold. Despite its angular nature, runic text typeset in
FKfuthark is more comfortably legible than in any of the
aforementioned TrueType alternatives (AllRunes, despite
having been designed by a linguist, rivals it in that aspect).
Even then, it still seems to be most suited to play the role
of a display-type font.
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Figure 3.9: Multiple cuts of the FKFuthark
typeface. Available in «https://www.
behance.net/gallery/24285277/
FKfuthark-%28font%29-2012»

Runes: The Icelandic Book of Fuþark (2018) [58] was created as
a means of accessible entry to the world of the runes,
published by The Icelandic Magic Company. It introduces
and discusses the Elder, Younger and Icelandic Fuþarks in
chronological order, with research and text done by scholar
and specialist Teresa Dröfn Freysdóttir Njarðvík, and
graphics and editorial design by graphic designer Sigurður
Oddsson. The typeface used all along the project does not
seem to be available separately from the project, even
though it looks to be at least derived from a previous
project of Sigurður’s, Rúnamerki.
Figure 3.10, 3.11: Cover of Runes: The
Icelandic Book of Fuþark and visitors at
its promotional exhibit. Available in
«https://www.icelandicmagic.com/
blogs/news»

Rúnamerki (2017) [59], much like the last project discussed, is
not a typeface – but also involved the digital design of runic
glyphs. In it, the author pictures an alternate reality in which
Iceland never adopted the Latin alphabet, re-designing the
country’s most well-known brands and trademarks using the
Elder Fuþark runes in place of Latin letters.

Figure 3.12, 3.13: Images from Siggi Oddson’s
Rúnamerki exhibit. Available in «https://
siggiodds.com/Runamerki-Runemarks»
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5.

Work Plan

26
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Initially, a task list was established in order for the objectives pertaining
to this dissertation to be fulfilled. The Work Plan serves to keep track of
each of those tasks, as well as to attempt to predict how much time each
of them should take till completion. The tasks were split into four main
groups, as follows:
1. Collection of Information
a.

Collect historical-cultural information on the Runic alphabets;

b. Collect information about the appearance and development of
algorithmically-assisted type design with focus on Variable Fonts.
2. Writing the Dissertation
a.

Writing the historical-cultural backgrounds;

b. Registering the general process as work progresses;
c.

Finalise writing dissertation.

3. Development of the Typeface
a.

Get familiar with the workflow for designing Variable Fonts;

b. Choose an evaluation routine for the test cycles;
c.

Prototype each iteration of the Futhark Variable typeface;

d. Evaluate each iteration of the Futhark Variable typeface
according to legibility and readability;
4. Design of Dissemination Material
a.

Design showcase material;

b. Develop interactive showcase website for the typeface;
c.
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Make the typeface publicly available.
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5.1 Methodology
The methodology chosen for the practical component of
this project was the seven-step process as a cascade with
feedback, by Don Koberg and Jim Bagnall (1972). It is
basically their previous seven-step model with the differential
of added feedback, which is where the constant evaluations
of the typeface come in, allowing us use of the outcome of
each evaluation cycle to design another iteration, as many
times as time constraints allowed.
In the first stage, Accept Situation, we carefully define the needs
for the design of a runic typeface as well as our approach to
design it. In the next step, Analyse, we study related work and
technological approaches to typeface design. Afterwards, in
step three, we Define the requirements of the typeface and the
technologies to be employed. In the Ideate stage, we create
preliminary proofs of concept and tentative designs for the
typeface and for its variable axes to understand if the chosen
technologies and design approaches are reliable. Subsequently,
in the Implementation stage, we design and develop the variable
typeface and, finally, in the Evaluation stage, we produce
demonstration materials and evaluate the resulting designs
with volunteers. This process was performed in an agile and
iterative manner – this way, at the end of each stage we
assess the work developed within it and go back and forward
based on this assessment.

Figure 5.1.1: Visual scheme of Koeberg
and Bagnall’s seven-step process as
a cascade with feedback.
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5.2 Changes to the Work Plan
Due to additional research time being required and to the
unforeseen technical issues described along chapter 6, the
work plan went through significant changes, being
extended until early september:
1. Collection of Information
a. Collect historical-cultural information on the
Runic alphabets;
b. Collect information about the appearance and
development of algorithmically-assisted type
design with focus on Variable Fonts;
c.

Collect information about the state of the art on
publicly available digital runic typefaces.

2. Writing the Dissertation
a.

Writing the historical-cultural and technological
backgrounds;

b. Writing the state of the art;
c.

Registering the general process as work progresses;

d. Finalise writing dissertation.
3. Development of the Typeface
a.

Get familiar with the workflow for designing
Variable Fonts;

b. Choose an evaluation routine for the test cycles;
c.

Prototype each iteration of the Futhark Variable
typeface;

d. Evaluate each iteration of the Futhark Variable
typeface according to legibility and readability;
4. Design of Dissemination Material
a.

Design showcase material;

b. Develop interactive showcase website for the
typeface;
c.

Make the typeface publicly available.

Three different approaches were tried in developing the
first version of the typeface, from which all other masters
would eventually be developed to allow for interpolation.
The final approach chosen was choosing skeletons based
on handwritten runes, over which the first cut of the
typeface was designed.
The variable aspects of the typeface were developed in
FontLab 7, designing sixteen different masters to interpolate
between. Four different variation axes were chosen with the
help of volunteer specialists.
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After encountering issues both with variation and when
exporting the first version of the typeface for practical
applications, we took it to the FontLab online forums, where
the developers helped us sort out problems with node
matching and axis definitions.
Sample materials and an interactive demonstrative website
were developed once the font could be exported. Once an
evaluation form was developed, it was sent out to two
different profiles of evaluators together with the
aforementioned material. The specialists were also consulted
once more for feedback on the latest version of the typeface.
The feedback was statistically analysed, and improvements and
additions were gradually made to the typeface according to the
feedback obtained from each round of evaluation.
Finally, the final version of the typeface was made available for
download through Github, as well as updated in the interactive
demonstrative website for new users to try.
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Typeface Development
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6.1 Rune Anatomy and Terminology
Figure 6.1.1: Example illustration for the
general anatomy of runic glyphs.

Having already fallen out of common use before the time of
the printing press and the popularisation of typography,
there was never a consensus on what to call each specific
part of a runic glyph. For the purpose of clarity within this
document, some of the terms used to describe these
components will be listed and explained here. Some of those
have been chosen due to having become unofficially
established, and others have been attributed based on
existing terms used for Latin type.
The main vertical stroke that appears in nearly every rune in
the Nordic Fuþarks is commonly referred to as a stave (1).
The other elements stemming from the stave are usually the
primary reference in discerning and identifying runes, to
which we will refer to those collectively as discerning
elements, which can appear in the form of bowls (2), arms
or legs (4) depending on whether they stem from the upper
or lower half of the stave, or crossbars (5), when they are
vertically centred on the stave. A sting or dot (6) is used to
represent a voiced variant of a rune – in the example shown,
the stung kaun represents a G-sound.
A bindrune (3) is a single glyph that combines two runes,
akin to a ligature in Latin type. The one shown above is a
combination of oss and kaun, spelling out the Old Norse
word ‘auk,’ which translates to the English conjunction ‘and’.
The term runeform is used as seen in Tineke Looĳenga’s
Texts and Contexts of the Oldest Runic Inscriptions [1] to
describe the general shape of the rune, not taking into
account any variation such as those deriving from carving
tools or materials – something akin to the “skeleton” of
a particular runic glyph.
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6.2. Preliminary Experiments
One set of the sixteen base Younger Futhark runes was designed during the early stages of the project to try and get
accustomed with the FontLab 7 workflow, which would be
vital for the timely completion of this project’s objectives.
This first glyph set was designed from memory, all the while
trying to maintain a consistent design language throughout
the range of glyphs. The regular weight was created first in
vector editor Affinity Designer and then imported into FontLab 7, within which the bold master was developed based on
the regular one (for now, completely by hand).

Figure 6.2.1: The very start of glyph development
for this project, experimenting with different
levels of curvature for úr, the U-rune.

Figure 6.2.3: Circles used to define the
first runeset’s bowl radius for all runes
bearing bowls (björk, reið and thurs).

Figure 6.2.2: Experimenting with the bowl radius
in the thurs rune in the first runeset.

The results lacked consistency in terms of proportion, especially since no fixed height was set for the crossbars.
This test font was helpful not only in terms of familiarisation with the application-specific workflow, but in assisting
the realisation of what sort of measurements could help
create more consistency and make better sense of the proportions between staves, crossbars and other details. There
were ideas about playing with the height of the cross-bar
(moving it up instead of setting it dead in the middle) and
changing bowl sizes along with that same variable for stylistic variation — but since it was only meant as a short
preliminary test, work on this specific runeset was limited
to varying along the weight axis only.

Figure 6.2.4: Base 16 runes for the
Regular master of the first runeset.

Figure 6.2.5: Base 16 runes for the
Bold master of the first runeset.

Figure 6.2.6: Interpolated instances
of the first runeset varying along
the weight axis.
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Next, a second set of sixteen runes was then designed in a
different style, trying to make things more uniform by using
modular construction with limited rotation angles. This attempt at simplifying the runeforms showed problems in
every rune that had any sort of curve, as using just one fixed
radius module did not really work. In the end, the modular
approach also lacked balance in its proportions and, mainly,
lacked severely in organicity. Almost every glyph looked excessively stark and geometric, which went completely against
the rustic nature of the runes. From this trial, it was possible
to attest that it would be difficult to have all bowls have similar sizes and curvature without compromising visual cohesion between rounded glyphs.

Figure 6.2.7: Experimenting with
proportions and placement of
discerning elements on the
second runeset.

Figure 6.2.8: All sixteen runes
from the second runeset.

It was also possible to establish that, while this set was designed in the order in which the younger futhark is disposed
of its three ætts (or rows) [60], there are benefits to the Brune being designed first, since it is the only one bearing two
bowls, which can cause problems with height (as seen in the
first attempt) if one is trying to base it off the bowls in any
other rounded runes; while the other runes bearing bowls
(R-rune, Þ-rune) can be derived from the B-rune without any
major issues and little adaptation.
As a third attempt at reaching balance in proportion, the triedand-true method of designing over a grid was brought onto
the table. Instead of using a regular squared grid, however, an
attempt was made to rescue something from the folklore associated with the runes and imbue it into the conception of the
typeface—the theoretical “grid” from which every elder futhark
rune originated—the Web of Wyrd [1].
As it has come to be known, the Web of Wyrd is a symbol
that can hold several different esoteric and folkloric meanings surrounding a core concept of being “the fabric of the
universe, which connects everything” [61]. Despite its uncertain origins and very recent popularity [62], a large number
of popular hobbyist runology websites now discuss this notso-ancient symbol [63]–[65], due to which it is now easily recognisable amongst enthusiasts (and, quite possibly, a few
very unhappy scholars).
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Figure 6.2.9: The symbol of
uncertain origin known as
the Web of Wyrd.

Figure 6.2.10: Attempting to create
runeforms from the grid formed
by the Web of Wyrd.

The grid made by the Web works reasonably well for the
runeforms directly inherited from the elder futhark, but
those exclusive to the younger futhark immediately showed
issues that would require taking a few liberties to circumvent.
The O-rune, óss (o ), is an example: Runes with double crossbars vertically centred over the stave (as well as their stylistic
variations) are just not possible to accommodate over the Web.
Despite having helped with the proportions of the bowls
and with the fixed middle height for the crossbars, the originating glyphs (point to figures above) still showed clear issues with proportion and made for runeforms of an inherently angular nature, which were unlikely to originate a comfortably readable typeface. These results of this experiment
confirmed that, despite the distant (and even debatable) kinship between the runes and the Latin alphabet, some of the
principles usually associated with Latin type would still apply:
it seemed evident by this point that more organic shapes and
forms would make for glyphs that were easier on the eyes.

Figure 6.2.11: Experimenting with
proportion and styling over the
new runeforms.

Figure 6.2.12: Third runeset, built
over the runeforms originated
from the Web of Wyrd grid.

6.3 Starting De�nitive Development
From that conclusion, the need was established to somehow
obtain runeforms that were softer and more organic in
nature. Since previous attempts at designing runic glyphs directly onto a digital medium failed to even come close to that,
we decided it was time to resort to analogue means – handwriting runes with pen and paper, and going from there.
Initially, the lack of habit of writing runes made the resulting
shapes look awkward and slightly off, but results improved
with practice – the process of writing down Old Norse
words from historical inscriptions gradually became more
natural, as well as the runeforms themselves.
Immediately, the runes on the last few pages of assorted
handwritten Old Norse words and sentences made for a
stark contrast with all three digitally designed variants – these
looked much more natural and visually cohesive, despite the
range of variation that is expected from handwriting.
It was also possible to notice the hand-drawn runes (see fig.
6.3.1) were much shorter in height than the ones previously
designed, much stubbier and wider in appearance. This made
sense in an alphabet of such a vertical nature: almost every
rune consists of a full-height vertical stave, and differentiation occurs mainly via other elements such as crossbars,
bowls, arms and legs.
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Figure 6.3.1: Handwritten runes that would
originate the runeforms for the new set.

These shorter, wider runes were noticeably easier to tell
apart, since the discerning elements were now larger in proportion to the practically ubiquitous staves.
While the alternative of digitising these writings directly was
considered, the resulting outlines proved to be excessively
noisy and too complex to work as a base from which to create multiple masters. These handwritten runes were thus
used strictly as a visual reference for the design of a fourth
set of sixteen runes, which aimed to keep their general form
and, most importantly, lay prominence on the discerning elements of each glyph.

Figure 6.3.2: Base 16 glyphs designed
over the runeforms obtained from the
handwritten runes.

Wanting to make this one right from the start, there was
some deliberation over which runeform to choose for some
of the runes. The R-rune, reið ( R ), was more frequently
carved in a manner such that a bowl was not formed, creating a waist-like indent that never touches the main stave (R).
This variant of the glyph was often more angular in nature,
and the angle given to the waist upon carving could often
make it easy for it to be confused with úr ( u ), the U-rune.
Due to this reason, and to the fact that the narrow space
between the stave and the waist could potentially cause problems at bolder cuts and smaller sizes, the option was made to
use a closed-bowl runeform for reið, as that variation was
also used historically:
Figure 6.3.3: This table from Jan Fries’
Helrunar [66] shows variations in rune
writing between the years 900 - 1000 in
the district of Uppland, Sweden.

Runes with crossbars such as óss (o ), ár (A ) and nauðr (n) had
their main runeform chosen by selecting the one that offered
the most prominence to the crossbars in contrast with the
stave (where it spans both sides of the glyph). Determining
that the upward or downward angle of the crossbar was the
most comfortable way to discern between ár and nauðr, their
neutral angle crossbar variants were not considered.
Runes with many potential accepted variants had their runeform chosen by seeming current popularity, in hopes that the
most widespread variants will ensure recognition of the rune
despite the personal preference of the reader.
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Another factor worth considering was the level of similarity
between certain runeforms and their Latin phonetic cognates: picking the most variant closest to the Latin counterpart of a rune might help a contemporary reader quickly
identify the correct phoneme (see fig. 6.3.4).
Judging that the newly designed runeset had the potential to
be improved and serve as a starting point for creating different masters, the glyphs were then imported from Affinity
Designer into FontLab 7, where the remainder of the work
on the typeface would be done.

Figure 6.3.4: Runic and Latin letters that
not only look alike, but also represent
the same phoneme.

Figure 6.3.5: Regular master imported
into Fontlab 7 and provisionally
mapped to the keyboard.

Once the base master was set (see fig. 6.3.5), we elected to
use the knowledge gained during the development of the
first test font to design the bold cut for each of the base sixteen runes. This time, however, instead of manually tweaking
the outlines to craft the bold cuts for each glyph, we decided
to make use of the ‘change weight’ feature in FontLab. It allows for algorithmic refactoring of a glyph using one of two
modes: ‘Simple,’ which uses an algorithm inherited from
Fontographer; and ‘Advanced,’ which uses a newer, more
complex algorithm from FontLab Studio.

Figure 6.3.6: Composition of
the runes in the first version of
the regular master.

At this point, almost every single glyph in the font was composed of multiple elements (with the exception of ís (I ), the
I-rune, since it consists solely of the stave). This is how they
were constructed in the vector design software, and keeping
that separation between staves and components was likely to
prove useful when the time came to tweak the regular master
in order to create new ones (see figures 6.3.6 and 6.3.7).
The first sign of trouble appeared when attempting to use
the simple algorithm to create a bold version of the regular
glyph. The output was visually promising (Fig. 6.3.8 C) but,
in the process, it would simplify the glyph’s outline by removing all overlays, joining all elements and refactoring the
number of nodes as well as their type (FontLab classifies
nodes differently by the types of line/curves they join
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Figure 6.3.7: Close-up of óss
and reið and the components
that make up each glyph.

together, as well as by how they function and can be
tweaked, in the case of what it calls smart nodes). The advanced algorithm would keep the separate elements and
number of nodes, despite requiring varying amounts of
tweaking of the results in order to produce a usable glyph.
Figure 6.3.8: The regular master B-rune
(A) and the raw outputs from the ‘change
weight’ feature using the advanced (B)
and simple (C) algorithms.

A

B

C

Trying to keep the base master easy to modify, it was decided that the advanced algorithm would work for now.
Each regular glyph was put through the algorithm and
tweaked in order to produce a bold cut of each of the sixteen base runes that preserved separation between elements. The preliminary results, despite the clear issues in
terms of negative space within some glyphs, looked visually
faithful to the base master – something that would have
been trickier to achieve without help from the automated aid
involved in the process.
Figure 6.3.9: First version of the bold
master, preserving the separate
components in each glyph.

With the first version of the bold master being completed,
it was time to test linear variation, looking at sample instances from between the two masters. While the variation
itself worked without issue for all glyphs (which would only
later be discovered to have been somewhat of a lucky
strike), it was clear that the instances had problems (As
exemplified in figures 6.3.10 and 6.3.11).
More closely examining the affected glyphs, it was possible
to determine their cause: outlines imported from Affinity
Designer were composed of a large number of nodes,
making for unnecessarily complex paths given the simple
shapes they were meant to describe. These clusters of
nodes, beyond making future tweaking of the elements
much more difficult, were also causing problems in variation: Figure 6.3.12 exemplifies the consequences of this
node density by showing hagall (h), the H-rune, developing
an unintended protuberance out of the rightmost extremity
of its crossbar somewhere along the middle of the weight axis.

weight

Figure 6.3.10: Unexpected imperfection
in the hagall rune found when varying
along the weight axis.

Figure 6.3.11: Close-up of the
imperfection shown in figure 6.3.10.
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In order to avoid this sort of behaviour in variation, the contours would need to be simplified to the bare minimum:
achieve the smallest possible number of nodes that could
still describe the intended shapes. As the ‘simplify’ functionality included with FontLab 7 tended to modify the contours
and place nodes at places that would hinder future tweaking,
this process had to be done manually, deleting the unnecessary nodes for both masters one by one and repositioning
the remaining ones to spots that made sense according to the
shape of each element.
The simplified contours looked much cleaner, were easier to
tweak, and the ones in which variation still worked behaved
much more predictably. For most runes, however, variation
had now stopped working altogether, the weight slider now
having no effect whatsoever. After some frustrating trial and
error and time spent on research, the answer was to be
found in the FontLab 7 forums: In order for variation to
work, FontLab requires that each master’s version of a glyph
is composed of the same number of nodes, which in turn
must be of the same type as their corresponding nodes in
each master. After modifying mostly glyphs in the bold master so as to fit these criteria, the weight axis slider started
working again for most of the runes.
Even after the modifications, still, variations would not work
for one rune: the previously shown hagall, the H-rune. The
causes behind this issue were difficult to track down, likely
due to the relatively small number of people currently developing variable fonts (and an even smaller one using FontLab
7 to do so, since some of its features pertaining to variable
fonts are still in Beta). The closest thing to resemble a possible solution was the ‘Matchmaker’ tool, included in FontLab, meant to display and allow for the correction of node
relations between masters. It was this tool that finally allowed
us to pinpoint the issue: The nodes of the two masters, while
matching in type and number, had somehow been mismatched (Seen in figure 6.3.13).
Unable to get the Matchmaker tool to do what it claimed it
should, we decided to resort to the official FontLab forums:
since nobody seemed to have reported the same problem, the
only option was to open a topic [67] and hope that someone
could clarify what was causing the issue. The first user to respond pointed out that there were chances the issue was related to the start point direction of the contour. Every path
has one node set as a starting point, also defining the direction
in which it flows: this start node and the direction of the path
must also be identical in every master for variations to work.
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Figure 6.3.12: Regular weight of the
hagall rune with excess nodes in its
outline, especially on the crossbar.

Figure 6.3.13: Mismatched nodes
between the regular and bold
masters of the hagall rune.

This proved to be the reason variations refused to work on the
H-rune (see fig. 6.3.14 for the correctly matched masters).
Beyond that, however, the forum user who helped identify
the issue pointed out another of its probable causes: the separation between the different elements of the glyph was part
of what caused FontLab to scramble up node order in the
first place. Having a single start node and direction in a unified contour would make it much simpler for the software to
correctly sort the nodes in each master and automatically
match them to their counterparts.
At this point, we decided it would be best to limit potential
problems in variation by joining all elements within each
glyph, and making the outlines as simple as possible in terms
of nodes. This measure would likely result in more time being
needed to develop the required masters for each new variation
axis, but could save time spent making forum posts and tinkering with FontLab options attempting to fix similar issues.
Once both masters had all of their contours simplified, the
moment felt right to also fix some problems it had in terms
of refinement of the outlines and negative space. Three
more glyphs were also added at this point, a set of division
marks (similar to an interpunkt, a colon, and a three-dot
stack) to separate words and sentences. With the weight variation sorted and working, it was time to decide which other
variation axes were to be developed.

Figure 6.3.15: Bold master after contour
joining and slight tweaking.

Height variation was one of the first ideas to sprout. It
seemed important due to the versatility it would bring to the
font, making it easier to fit it into any sort of space and to
match it to other typefaces when needed. It would be relatively simple to implement on most runes, save for those with
closed bowls, which would certainly require more attention.
The regular master was intentionally made stubby so as to lay
prominence onto the discerning elements of each rune, so it
would work well as the shorter end of the axis.
Beyond variations of dimensions and proportion, we
thought it would be important to have plenty of stylistic
variation as well, so as to make the typeface usable in a multitude of ways: if the niche for a runic variable font is small
already, then our font should at least aim to fill a majority of
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Figure 6.3.14: Regular and bold versions of
the H-rune shown superimposed within the
Matchmaker tool, now with their contours
unified and nodes correctly paired.

possible use cases. The first hunch for a styling axis was one
that allowed for moving the discerning elements along the vertical height of the staves (in runes where such variation would
happen in historical inscriptions, see the table in fig. 6.3.3). Another was to develop a slider that allowed varying between the
regular rounded master to one more angular in nature, since
they were often carved as such, a visual trait that can be traced
back to the runes’ Elder Futhark counterparts.
With that decided, development of the second variation axis
started by duplicating the regular cut and tweaking each of
its glyphs to create the tall master. Most runes simply needed
to have their stave increased in height (from 700 to 1000)
and their discerning elements positioned accordingly, but all
runes with bowls needed more attention. The dimensions of
the taller björk (b) and thurs (þ) matched those of their regular versions quite well, but the bowl on the reið ( r) rune
would need further refinement. As for the division marks,
only a height adjustment was necessary.

With the first version of the tall master ready and height
variation working with no issues, the next axis in line was discerning element height. After some experimentation on how
each rune would vary along this axis, it was settled that not
every rune would be tweaked for the new master, making
changes only to those with historical evidence for such variation. The runes chosen to have their discerning elements or
centres raised were ár, hagall, nauðr, óss, and reið—the latter
of which did not seem necessary until it was possible to look
at the new master after the tweaks to the former—only then
did it become apparent that it would make sense to raise the
point where the bowl ends and the leg begins.

Figure 6.3.16: First version
of the tall master.

With these two masters finished, the full range of variation
was working across all three axes: weight, height and ‘centre
height’ – even though no ‘tall with high centres’ was developed, given the simplicity of the last axis, FontLab was
able to correctly extrapolate what the font should look like
when set to those specifications. Unknowingly having
stricken luck with this instance, we grossly underestimated
the amount of time that would be required to develop the
next two variation axes.

Figure 6.3.17: First version
of the tall master.
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The illusion came apart when the angular master was developed, then still nicknamed the ‘squared’ master. It had
been the most challenging master yet: setting off from a duplicate of the regular master to try and preserve its general
proportions, every rounded section had to be manually refactored to be angular. Despite fewer nodes being needed in
order to achieve the angular shapes, all of them needed to be
kept for compatibility purposes, which only added to the
challenge. The bowls took on a triangular shape, and curved
arms like the ones in fé (f), kaun (k), maðr (m) and yr (z) lost
the bends, giving place to straight arms like those of their
Elder Futhark counterparts. The placement of the unnecessary nodes inherited from the regular master was changed
over a series of refinement rounds in order to make the instances along the axis more consistent, with issues appearing
especially within the bowls, which will be shown later on.

Figure 6.3.18: First version
of the angular master.
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6.4. Contacting Specialists
At this point, the time to decide on new variation axes to develop was approaching, and there was already an extensive
backlog of questions that needed answering: what axes
should be developed? Should any specific type of tweaking
be avoided for the sake of historical correctness? What other
runes and rune variations should this font cover in order to
be useful in an academic context? What glyphs does it need
to cover in order to be useful for contemporary use?
Seeking to find answers to questions such as these, we set
onto contacting specialists whose input could be valuable for
the development phase of the font. For the type design specialists, emails were initially sent to Peter Bil’ak (type designer), Luc[as] de Groot (type designer and early adopter of
multiple master technology), Nick Sherman (variable font designer and specialist), and Dr Dan Reynolds (type designer
and design historian, with experience in designing type for
non-Latin scripts). As for the Old Norse/runic writing specialists, the only one initially contacted was Dr Jackson Crawford (Ph.D. in Scandinavian Studies, M.A. in linguistics, professor of Norse language, myth and sagas), since he consulted for some of the popular culture projects previously mentioned in this document, and already habitually communicates
with his online followers.
The only one to respond from the type design specialists was
possibly the one whose feedback could be the most helpful:
Dr Dan Reynolds. As a design historian, his insight on how
to treat historical material when adapting it to a contemporary context would help prevent the font emerging from this
project from going too far in its Latin alphabet inspiration.
At a later stage, also being a seasoned type designer, he could
also help identify strictly type design-related issues.
A meeting was set up. Dr Reynolds did not hold back, answering
questions and adding plenty of knowledge on working with nonLatin scripts, himself having developed typefaces for scripts such
as Gurmukhi and Devanagari. He stressed how important it was
to be respectful of the script in question: when it comes to applications in which writing systems may be mixed, the way in
which the typeface is designed can influence the impression
people have of one writing system or the other. If one is lighter
or heavier in terms of contrast on the page, for example, it
makes it seem like there is a hierarchy between both writing systems, which is not true. A good way to balance this would be to
always look at pairings of the runic font and Latin typefaces, trying to make the text areas appear similar in contrast and density.
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When asked about characteristics that could possibly be borrowed from the Latin alphabet in order to help bring the
runes into a contemporary context, Dr Reynolds said it was
always difficult to determine what is and what is not appropriate in terms of taking such inspiration, and that the best
place to look for such characteristics were original manuscripts or carvings. The contrast in stroke was something
that would likely be naturally achievable depending on the
tool used for carving – whereas serifs, for example, were not.
This would make the implementation of serifs possibly
problematic from a historical perspective.
Instead of seeking inspiration for characteristics of the Latin
alphabet to inject into the runes themselves, Dr Reynolds
suggested searching Latin typography for general type design
rules that apply for any script: diagonals (such as in a letter
X) can look crooked if the bars are perfectly aligned, and a
slight intentional misalignment is required to make our eyes
perceive it as continuous. Horizontal strokes can seem heavier than vertical ones, to which one can compensate by making it thinner in comparison. Acute angles between strokes
can seem too dark, requiring that some relief be built into
the outline. Rules such as these are perfectly applicable to
any sort of type design, all the while not risking any sort of
gamble in terms of historical accuracy.
Dr Reynolds also brought up something from his personal
database. After personally photographing typographic
samples in the Berlin Bundesdruckerei, he seemed to remember
seeing runic samples somewhere in the collection. In just a
few minutes he found the picture he took of the sample, and
was kind enough to share it (see fig. 6.4.1, 6.4.2). This sample
was astonishing to see because it showed something that we
were not able to find on any of our previous media of research: a runic typeface—a moveable type runic typeface, a
historical step we previously thought the runic scripts might
never have gone through at all—and one made by craftsmen
who were skilled in and accustomed to the process of
designing typefaces, and not by historians or linguists like
most of the contemporary runic typefaces.
The sample uses double runes and mixes Younger and
Elder futhark runes, which makes it likely that it consists of
some sort of default sample text typeset in runes purely for
demonstrative purposes. It is likely that these moveable
types were commissioned during the rule of the NSDAP,
given the Third Reich’s use of runic symbols in its own
ranks and propaganda material [68].
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Figure 6.4.1 and 6.4.2: Runic movable
type samples from the Berlin
Reichsdruckerei.

From the Old Norse/runes speciality side, Dr Crawford’s
team did reply – but only to apologise and say he would not
be able to help. They then directed us to Dr Maja Bäckvall,
another specialist who had also done consulting work for a
number of popular media. Our attempts at contacting her,
however, were unsuccessful.
Additionally, calls for help were posted in Reddit and Facebook communities that were related to runes and the Old
Norse language, in the hopes of finding and rounding up
contact information of at least a small contingent of people
who knew how to read/write runes, since input from subjects of this profile would be invaluable to the design cycles
planned for the later stages of development. A few people
did show interest in the project—going so far as to start
heated debates on phonetics and historical accuracies and inaccuracies of contemporary rune use in the comments—but
only three people were initially willing to help refine its future versions. Given this low rate of response, we decided it
would be best to return to these communities in the future
with more to show, hoping that a more hands-on experience
would generate more engagement.
In the comments under these social media posts, some users
mentioned something called the New Futhork: a system devised to write modern languages with runes. It had been created, in fact, by a former member of that same group: a man
by the name of Sveinn Ullarson. This mention was noted
and we decided to attempt to track down this man later on to
learn more about his phonetic transliteration system, since
mentions of him and his writing system could be found in
many posts throughout the history of the group, including in
its own banner: a stylised image of the word “welcome,”
written in the New Futhork (see figure 6.4.3).
In these same comment sections, a Swedish group member
recommended that we reach out to Dr Laila Kitzler Åhfeldt,
from the Runverket at the Swedish National Heritage Board,
due to her being considered ‘the premier authority’ when it
came to modern research into runic transcription. After finding out more about her work at the National Heritage
Board’s website, we decided to attempt contact immediately.
Dr Kitzler responded and gracefully agreed to help, after
which we posed two questions: the first one, as previously
mentioned, was about determining which runes and variants
the typeface should cover so that it could be useful to researchers and linguists; and the second one being on where
to find authentic transcribed historical inscriptions that were
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Figure 6.4.3: Banner for the Rune Writing/Translating
Facebook group as of August of 2021, bearing the
word ‘welcome’ written in the New Futhork.

not transliterated, for the purpose of demonstrating practical
applications of the typeface at a later stage of development.
To the first question, Dr Kitzler said that ‘there are many
signs used for covering different variants of runic script,
even within the younger futhark,’ and referred us to the
Futhark A runic font [69] as the most commonly used for
‘example ordinary runes, mirrored runes and staveless runes’.
The typeface displays the standard Unicode shapes, and covers every Unicode runic glyph, not only Younger Futhark
runes. A total of 222 glyphs and symbols are covered.
As for the second question, Dr Kitzler pointed us to Ölands
Runinskrifter [70], the first volume from Sveriges Runinskrifter,
the Swedish National Heritage Board’s own multi-volume
catalogue of the country’s runic inscriptions. It contains
non-transliterated transcriptions of the inscriptions catalogued within it, making it a perfect use-case for the typeface
in development under this project.
Covering every runic glyph contained in Futhark A would
most likely not be attainable in the timeframe of this project.
Even so, the glyphs to cover in a first iteration could be
picked out from this roster, prioritising those necessary to
transcribe the inscriptions in Ölands Runinskrifter, thus guaranteeing that all glyphs necessary for production of the dissemination material would be ready and available by the end
stages of the development process.

6.5 Back to Development
Getting back into development work, the design process of
the ‘squared’ master had brought up a couple of problems.
In the FontLab forum topic [67] created to ask for help in
tracking down the node mismatching issue, the user who
offered his advice also recommended the use of another
FontLab tool called FontAudit [71]. It consists of an automated analyser for glyph outlines, checking for potential mistakes such as inflexions, kinks in variation, flat curves, nodes
that are too close to each other, abrupt angles, amongst other
potentially unwanted characteristics. From then on up until
developing the squared master, FontAudit proved itself useful, helping identify mistakes that would otherwise have gone
unnoticed to the naked eye – but the angular master changed
that completely once it came into the picture.
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Now inflexions, variation kinks and ‘flat curves’—straight lines
that are still defined as curves—are all over the place (see fig.
6.5.1), and most of those cannot be fixed: since nodes and
paths have to be of the same kind between every master, the
straight lines in the squared master must remain ‘curves’ in the
software’s definition so that the masters can be compatible.
The other issue was, as mentioned before, related to the number
of masters required for all the axes to work. While we struck
luck with the ‘centre height’ axis, things proved much different
with the addition of another axis – especially that of one so radically different from the regular master. Variation between the
squared and regular master worked well, and a ‘squared highcentre’ master could be correctly extrapolated by the algorithm
without issues; however, the moment the squared master was
selected and the weight or height sliders were pushed up, things
would get out of hand. An ‘angular bold’ master was promptly
designed after assuming that a tall version of that would be
more easily generated by the algorithm. The results were not at
all as expected, as seen in the figure below.

Figure 6.5.1: FontAudit alerts for the
R-rune in the angular master.

Figure 6.5.2: Bold version of the
angular/squared master.

Figure 6.5.3: Extrapolated version of a tall
version of the master in figure 6.5.2.

It quickly became apparent then that very little, if any at all,
could be left for the algorithm to extrapolate when it came to
the combinations of maximum and minimum values of the
axes. With this new development, the number of masters that
would have to be designed by hand was practically doubled
when compared to our initial expectations. Before taking that
factor into consideration and deciding on the next variation
axes to be developed, the aforementioned ‘squared tall bold’
master was designed, applying tweaks to a duplicate of the
‘squared bold’ master. These new additions brought up the
total number of masters to twelve.
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Figure 6.5.4: ‘Angular tall bold’ instance after a
dedicated master for it was developed. A total
of ten masters were developed thus far.
Tracking still clearly needs some work.

With the axes chosen so far now developed and working, we
went back and looked at the regular master some more. It was
developed with rounded terminations in order to attempt to
preserve part of the rustic, soft aspect of the carved runes,
which could be important for usage in any historical or academic context. At this point, however, it finally occurred to us
that this characteristic could also be undesirable in some cases:
anything that made use of runic characters in a contemporary
context, a medium in which we had meant to make this typeface
fit from the very conception of this project.
The same—or perhaps the opposite—could be said for the
squared master and its bold/tall derivatives: its perfectly angular
nature, stark and brusque as it might be, could be considered
too clinical and clean-cut to be used in any sort of historically
sensitive application, lacking the rustic character of the regular
master and its round terminations.
Based on these new impressions, a new variation axis was conceived. Its purpose would be to add the potential to give both
the regular and squared masters a slight resemblance to the
other, making the regular master able to clean up with straight
hard terminations, and the squared master also available in a
softer variant, with rounded terminations and angles. There
would likely be problems in making variation along this axis
smooth enough, but the potential for versatility was promising.
To do this, two masters would be necessary for a start: A straightcut regular master, and a softer squared master. Each of these
new masters would then need tall, bold and tall-bold versions of
themselves so that variation may work without issues. At this
point, the axes were complex enough that leaving any extremities
for the algorithm to extrapolate was no longer possible.

Figure 6.5.5: Regular master with
straight-cut terminations.

The straight-cut regular master was relatively simple to adapt,
making changes only to the extremities of each termination.
Some problems were initially caused by changes to the node
types in the extremities, but since we were now already aware
of issues of this nature, these were somewhat quickly identified and resolved.

Figure 6.5.6: Angular master with
softer terminations and angles.
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The softer squared master was somewhat more difficult to develop, posing puzzling questions from the very beginning.
Simply rounding off the terminations would not do, as the almost ninety-degree angles in the delta-shaped bowls would
contrast way too much with rounded stave ends. Softening
these angles would be necessary, but the results would look
strange if the angle was slightly rounded but the bowls were still
composed of two perfectly straight segments. The solution we
found was to very slightly curve the bowls (see fig. 6.5.6), but
retaining the basic runeforms: this retained the general shape of
the original squared master, all the while making the bowl-bearing runes sufficiently well rounded and cohesive within the
other runes in that specific master.

Figure 6.5.7: To the left, the angular
master; and to the right, the new
master, a version with softer angles
and terminations.

Once these two masters were done, it was necessary to develop their
tall, bold and tall-bold versions. This was, once again, particularly
challenging for the softer squared master, as opposed to the straightcut regular one, which made for a relatively simple conversion.

Figure 6.5.8: The remaining newly
developed straight-cut variants of the
bold, tall bold, and tall masters.
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Figure 6.5.9: The remaining newly
developed softer variants of the
angular bold, tall angular bold, and
tall angular masters.

Once the softness axis was working without major issues, there
was one loose end that needed to be addressed: The crossbar
height axis. Some of the variations that the ‘high crossbar’ master
portrayed were more common than others, and it was likely that
users would wish to tweak that on a few select runes rather than in
all of them at once. Beyond that, keeping this axis would mean developing a high-crossbar version of each of the already existing
masters, practically doubling the number of masters necessary to
make the Variable Font work. It would be best, then, to offer variants of each glyph mapped elsewhere in the Unicode range rather
than have a variation axis solely dedicated to this feature. At this
point, we decided to drop the crossbar-height axis, keeping the remaining four as the feature axes for the font.
Now with the variation axes for the font settled on and the sixteen
necessary masters developed, it was a matter of extending character support by adding more runes and variants. Some had even
been developed during the axis development phase, as seen in the
last few examples shown: The O-rune appears in its half-width
form instead of in the full-width form it was originally developed.
Both runeforms were kept, and mapped to different spots at the
Unicode range to allow the users to choose according to their preference. Now starting off from Dr Laila Kitzler’s recommendations, we looked to Ölands Runinskrifter and to the glyph table in
the Futhark A font to decide on more rune variations to develop.
Many necessary developments were quickly identified: The A-rune
and N-rune would also need half-width variants, and both variants
of the O-rune would need mirrored versions that were also occasionally used. Stung versions of some runes also appeared in certain inscriptions – mostly the I-rune, K-rune and B-rune. The Srune was often used in its short-twig variant, which looks like a
raised half-height I-rune. Additionally, an uncommon variation of
the M-rune also appeared, one in which the arms continue upwards to form a circle crowning the stave (M). All of these were
initially developed for the regular master, and subsequently for the
remaining fifteen masters. During the development of these newly
chosen variations, a happy coincidence took place.
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Figure 6.5.10: The newly added
runes and variants in four
different masters.

6.6 Svein Eker’s New Futhork
Having found out about Sveinn Ullarson in the Facebook
group and looking for his past posts in it, it became apparent
that many people in the group had adopted his writing system
for runic writing in modern languages. Group members from
different countries had helped him develop phonetic correspondence boards to facilitate speakers of each language to write
in them using runes (see figures 6.6.1 and 6.6.2). Many people
made posts with runic writing of their own, or discussing how
to represent specific phonemes in this novel system. While the
first mentions of it dated as far back as 2015, people seemed to
have held onto the New Futhork in the group, still consistently
using and discussing it as of 2021, despite Sveinn himself having
left the group in 2018. The aforementioned group banner was
also evidence of such prevalence.

Figure 6.6.1: New Futhork phonetic
conversion chart for English

Figure 6.6.2: New Futhork phonetic
conversion chart for Swedish

Sveinn’s original Facebook profile showed no signs of recent
activity, but he was listed as an author, language specialist and
Old Norse instructor in popular Heathen website Huginn’s
Heathen Hof [72].
In the end, tracking him down was easier than expected. Reddit
user ‘heidniborg’ [73], one of the three people who responded
to the first Reddit posts calling for help, turned out to be the
man we were searching for: Sveinn Ullarson, whose real name
was Svein Ekers. We had been in contact – albeit unknowingly –
for a week, at this point. After what turned out to be a happy
coincidence, he agreed to further explain the origin and workings of the New Futhork.
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Having worked as a teacher and translator of Old Norse for a few
years, he frequently received translation requests that enquired
about modern English text being ‘written in runes,’ to which he
would always reply that such a thing could not be done, and that
the text would have to be translated into Old Norse first. This is a
complicated task in itself, since many words in modern English
have no possible translation in Old Norse.
Being also proficient in Icelandic, Ekers eventually decided to experiment with using runes to write that language, having seen
plenty of modern rune writing in Icelandic dating back to a period
between the 1700s and the 1900s. These writings, however,
seemed to use runes like most people attempting to write modern
languages with runes seem to do, using them almost as a font with
which to swap the Latin characters. While that might work for
Icelandic, a language where the spelling is quite close to its phonetics, it would most certainly not work for English and its massive divergence between spelling and phonetics.
Eventually, Ekers came to discuss this with a friend who had encountered the same issue: Kevin French, who also worked as a
translator for Old Norse. The two shared their experiences and
solutions to the problem of writing Icelandic in runes, comparing
their systems and taking the best parts from each. This sharing of
solutions went on for a couple of years, during which this new
writing system started to take shape. After a while, Ekers decided
to apply the same logic to Norwegian and Swedish, getting those
to work to the same standard (as seen in the images previously retrieved from the Facebook group posts). Eventually, German and
Dutch were also added to the roster.
After a while, Ekers approached French to discuss a possible adaptation of the New Futhork so that it could work with English,
since despite it seeming like a step too far, it would be the most
useful for the translation requests both of them most commonly
received. After a few months of working through the many issues
that appeared at first, the system started to work (see fig. 6.6.1).
Since then, many issues have been discovered and solutions have
been developed to cover them, making the New Futhork a work
in progress. Making active use of this writing system is what has allowed for its development – Ekers has even done so much as to
transliterate the entirety of J. R. R. Tolkien’s The Hobbit to the
New Futhork (Figure 6.6.3).
Ekers states that it would have been easy and even logical to follow
the trend of development from the medieval runes onwards, but
Ekers and French had a few problems with the way things
happened towards the eclipse period of use for the runic scripts –
with the way in which the Latin alphabet influenced their
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Figure 6.6.3: The first page of J. R.
R. Tolkien’s The Hobbit transcribed
to New Futhork runes.

development. What they did instead was to update the runes for
usage in a contemporary context, but also pushing back some medieval period changes to reflect more of the earlier, original traditions; understanding the basic rules and principles of rune-writing
(such as avoiding double-letters, and using the runes for the phonetic value instead of their Latin alphabet counterpart).
He also states that the New Futhork can work as ‘a bike with
training wheels’. It is essentially the same as the Younger Futhark,
except with a fourth ætt composed of five additional runes.
These additional runes—which use existing historical runeforms —are used to enable runic writing with the aforementioned modern languages. Then, once one gets accustomed to
using them to write in their own language, looking at Viking age
inscriptions will be a simple case of removing the fourth ætt,
and dealing with the original three.
The necessity for a fourth ætt comes from the inherent complexity
of the vowel system found in the English language. While Old
Norse had a small number of diphthongs that could all be represented with just two rune combinations (Ai = ęi, and Au = au/øy),
English has many, such as ‘oa,’ ‘igh,’ ‘ay,’ ‘oy,’ and beyond. If to use
only the Younger Futhark runes to write in English, for example,
the words ‘dug,’ ‘dock,’ ‘dock,’ ‘duck,’ ‘tug,’ and ‘tuck’ would all be
written as the exact sequence of runes: tuk. Words such as ‘pay’
and ‘pie’ would also be indistinguishable: pAi. The fourth ætts, then,
seeks later runeforms and variants to represent the additional phonemes needed for the English language (see figure 6.6.4). It was even
ensured to work correctly with cryptic runes, an ancient numerical-based cypher-like system that used the positions of the runes
in their respective ætts to encode messages.
Ekers’ work on the New Futhork is not yet published, but a
work-in-progress sample was kindly provided for reference in this
project. The 32 page document can be consulted in annex #4.

Figure 6.6.4: In black, the four ætts of the
New Futhork, each line representing a
different region-specific style. In red,
variations for first and second aett runes
that cover the remaining necessary
phonemes. Image available in annex #4.
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Motivated both Ekers’ enthusiasm, availability and impressive meticulosity and by the spontaneous adoption of his and Kevin
French’s writing system in the ‘Norse Rune Writing/Translating’
group, we decided to develop the additional runeforms needed to
make the Variable Font support the New Futhork, in the hopes that
it will see some use in the hands of enthusiasts. The additional
forms required were already part of the Runic Unicode range, and
would not hurt the historical accuracy aspect of the font in any
way—if anything, it might mark the transition from it being exclusively a Younger Futhark font to a full-fledged Runic font—although, as per Dr Laila Kitzler’s own clarifications, ‘there are many
signs used for covering different variants of runic script, even
within the Younger Futhark’.

TE P B d c C w
TEPBdcCw
TEPBdcCw
TEPBdcCw
Figure 6.6.5: Newly designed runes for
New Futhork support. Shown in four
different cuts out of the total sixteen.

Even initially, the missing runeforms were numerous: A halfwidth version of the T-rune (T ), a variation of the stung I-rune
with a circle replacing the dot (E), a P-rune (which can either resemble a Latin K (P) or show up as a stung variant of the B-rune
( p )), a D-rune (T-rune variant with a short crossbar (d)), inverted
variants of both the regular and stung K-rune ( c, C), and a stung
variant of the U-rune (w).
While all sixteen cuts of each of the aforementioned runes and
variants were designed (see fig. 6.6.5), adjustments were occasionally made to runeforms that were previously done but seemed to
need refinement. Certain cuts of björk (b) were widened in order
to enlarge their counters, which looked too small when compared
to those in reið (r) and thur (þ); all cuts of both the lögr ( l) and
voiced Týr (d) had their arms shortened to achieve more harmonious proportions and better fit in amongst the other runes; and
all cuts of sól (s) were made narrower with the intent of reducing
the negative space it created within paragraphs. Many more
minor topical changes were applied to specific runes (fig. 6.6.7)
and cuts after many rounds of print-based tests done in different cuts and sizes (fig. 6.6.6).

Figure 6.6.7: Some of the tweaks
done to existing glyphs.
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Figure 6.6.6: One of the many
print tests done to fine-tune
kerning and glyph design.

6.7 Technical Issues
Once all of the additional glyphs created thus far were ready,
and the rest of them had been tweaked and refined to the
point of looking usable, it was finally time to export the
typeface and begin working on material to showcase it in context and be able to gather feedback. An unprecedented setback
took place, however: Exporting the typeface failed. Multiple
attempts were made to fix this—changing naming conventions
for the axes and for the font itself, modifying the variation
ranges, exporting to different variable formats, and even attempting to export in different computers—all
to no avail. FontLab kept returning the same error:
Traceback (most recent call last):
File "<string>", line 19, in <module>
File "<string>", line 17, in build_variable_font
File "C:/Program Files/Fontlab/FontLab 7/Resources/python/2.7/site-packages\fontTools\varLib\__init__.py", line 911, in build
ds = load_designspace(designspace)
File "C:/Program Files/Fontlab/FontLab 7/Resources/python/2.7/site-packages\fontTools\varLib\__init__.py", line 845, in load_designspace
assert base_idx is not None, "Base master not found; no master at default
location?"
AssertionError: Base master not found; no master at default location?

Following that, we decided to try and build the font without
FontLab acting as the middleman. Instead, we used it to export the designspace and UFO files and, in a Linux subsystem, installed the command line version of Fontmake (the
script FontLab uses to export Variable Fonts). Running the
build command, however, returned a different but still very
similar error message:
INFO:fontmake.font_project:Building variable font variable_ttf/
grima-VF.ttf
fontmake: Error: In 'Desktop/MD/grima.designspace': Generating
fonts from Designspace failed: Can't find base (neutral) master
in DesignSpace document

After all of those frustrated attempts, we decided to delve into
the designspace files and attempt to track down the cause of
the problem. While the last lines within both error messages
attempt to explain in plain words what might be causing the issue, it actually led us to believe that there was some sort of issue with the Regular master or in the way it was named, causing Fontmake to be unable to identify it as the base master.
Upon searching the Web for users experiencing similar issues,
the results were sparse: only one other person seemed to have
gotten and posted the same exact error message. The issue
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was posted by user @JasperTerra on the Github page for
Fontmake [74], which they were trying to use to build the
font from designspace files, just as we had last tried.
User JasperTerra’s issue was resolved rather quickly by the
developers once he shared his designspace file. It seemed to
be a simple issue related to the definition of the weight axis.
It was originally defined as such:
<axis default="0" maximum="1000" minimum="-925" name="weight" tag="wght">

And this definition seemed to be the root cause of the
problem. User @miguelsousa replied with the following
line as a correction:
<axis default="400" maximum="700" minimum="100" name="weight" tag="wght">

The original poster then said that the proposed solution had
done the trick, and that it was now working. Other followups on the thread saw user @moyogo note that the OpenType specification requires the Regular master to have the
value 100 in the width axis. After attempting to change the
values on our own Regular master to comply with that rule,
we attempted to export to designspace and UFO once again
and try to check the axis definition tags to check that they
complied with the general convention implied by the corrected definition line above. Nothing seemed to be out of order,
though, so it was back to square one.
We decided to take to the FontLab forums once again, explaining the situation and showing the error messages [75].
User @Alex_H, from the FontLab team, recommended trying to build the font from its designspace and UFO files with
Fontmake – which we had already attempted. Making changes
to the mapping of the axes in the designspace file to fit the apparent requirements of the format also failed to change things,
and we explained all of that in our following reply, also uploading the project files so that the developer could get a more
hands-on approach in attempting a fix [75].
The following day, Alex responded to the topic with a solution. The issue resided in the distinction FontLab makes
between design range and user range. The user range is
that which the users have access to when using the font after
exporting, while the design range allows the designer to go
over the user range, often extrapolating the limits of each
axis defined by the masters. Our weight axis was configured
with a design range of 100-1000 with masters at 400 and 700
(Regular and Bold), and the height axis had its masters at 500
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and 700, but with a predefined out of range instance at 1000.
We had intended for the masters to be at the extremes of each
design axis, but did not realise that the design range would be
important, thinking the user range would be all that mattered
after exporting the font. Although one can set those ranges to
different values, for simplicity, Alex recommended that we set
the same values for both the design range and the user range.
He made the changes himself, setting the design range values
to the values we had set the user range to and, after that, the
font was successfully exported [75].
Changing the user and design ranges was actually something we
had tried to do, but the changes we input into the text fields in
the ‘Axes’ menu in FontLab never seemed to take effect, with
most inputs being completely ignored by the program. Alex
later acknowledged this problem, indicating that a slight issue is
present where the user’s inputs for axis minimum and maximum
values will be refused by the app. This can be bypassed by adjusting the actual graph, interacting with the visual representation of the values in question – which we honestly never realised was possible. Doing so would have allowed us to bypass the
text areas completely, adjusting the parameters by clicking and
dragging the corresponding points.
With the exporting issue now solved, thanks to @Alex_H from
the FontLab team, it was finally possible to export the last version of the font and start applying it to different design scenarios, producing material to test and showcase it. The font was
exported under the name of Gríma — an Old Norse word for
‘mask’ or ‘veil’ — as it had been affectionately referred to since
about halfway in the first development phase.

6.8 Practical Applications: Designing
Showcase Material
At this point, there had already been some discussion on
what sort of material would be most fitting to showcase the
font once it was ready for use. The preliminary list included
promotional material for historically themed cultural festivals and live music events, academic books, and museum
signage. We then determined it would also be interesting to
apply runic scripts to contemporary contexts, using it in
things like regular street signage, decorative and promotional posters, and beer labels.
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To get things started, we decided to go with a piece of material we had already been familiarised with: Dr Laila Kitzler’s recommendation, the first volume of Ölands Runinskrifter. In order to test and showcase usage of the font in an environment
in which it needs to be paired with Latin script, as Dr Reynolds recommended, we used the latest version of the font to
set both the transcriptions and excerpts of the inscriptions in
the Karlevi runestone as well as the individual runes shown
throughout the text.
Figure 6.8.1: Two spreads of
Ölands Runinskrifter with the
inscriptions and example runes
set in Gríma.

For the inscriptions, the font was set with a weight of 520,
minimum height, rounded form and soft terminations. For the
runes set within the Latin text paragraphs, which were originally heavier than the body text so they would stand out, a
weight of 700 was set, same height and rounded form, but
with straight-cut terminations.
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For the beer label, a classical style was chosen at first, taking
cues from older Scandinavian beer labels for general shape,
background and contents. For the first version, we attempted
to include a bindrune made from the letters used to write the
brew specification as an illustration. Due to difficulties finding
balance in the layout while it was present, this idea was
dropped after a few iterations. There were also versions made
with different colours and an Icelandic name, eventually attempting to integrate the Icelandic flag into the design and using different variations of the S-rune. None of these trials
seemed to work, indicating a different approach was needed.
The primary name label varied only in height in each iteration,
retaining a bold weight, angular form and straight-cut terminations, for a more serious tone. The subtitle was set in the same
forms and terminations settings, but largely reducing the
weight and raising the height, pairing that to an even lighter
transliteration in Latin letters.

Figure 6.8.2: First experiment for a
beer label using Gríma, including an
attempt at an illustrative bindrune.

The name used on the label references a small Danish town
that was chosen at random—one by the name of Ordup—
and the rest of the contents are written in a mixture of
English and Danish using the New Futhork. The cathedral
shown in the later iterations is a landmark of the aforementioned town. The introduction of a bindrune was attempted once more in the burgundy variations with the arched
top, this time with a simpler combination working as a
brewery coat of arms.

Figure 6.8.3: Attempting the
name into an Icelandic flag.

Figure 6.8.4: Changing approach
and adding some imagery.

Figure 6.8.5: Arched top
variants, now including the
bindrune insignia.
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For the first poster we wanted to do something that resembled a real-world application, so a real event was chosen
as its theme: The Icelandic Festival of Manitoba in Canada,
also known as Íslendingadagurinn. Including celebration and
showcasing of Icelandic history and culture, the festival
serves as a perfect use case for a runic font. All of the content was taken from the festival’s website [76], with the main
feature of the poster being the festival name written in Runic
script. An angular variation of Gríma was used, with straight
terminations, medium-tall height and regular weight. The juxtaposed Icelandic words íslendinga (Icelanders) and dagurinn
(day) were split into two lines, and some runes from the two
words were connected with additional strokes of the same
width as the rune staves for styling purposes.
After a brief discussion over the material developed so far,
we decided on switching to a contemporary style for the
showcase material, something cleaner and more elegant, fitting of the niche nature of such a typeface. It was decided
that it was worth revisiting the poster and beer label to try
out a different approach.

Figure 6.8.6: First version of
the Íslendingadagurinn poster.

For the beer labels, the contents were kept, but the styling
was majorly overhauled. The bindrune now took a central position in a smaller, simpler label that sought the look of limited production, craft-style product. The strong colours and
graphic elements were stripped off, letting the spotlight fall
exclusively over the Runic type. A couple of iterations were
made with the runes inset into arching lines to resemble the
ancient runestone inscriptions – that approach looked slightly
too busy, but still made for an interesting use case that we
wished to see applied.

Figure 6.8.7: Revised beer
label, now in a cleaner
contemporary style.
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As for the Íslendingadagurinn poster, different alternatives for
the title were designed, using different variation settings for
Gríma and trying out runestone-style lines – in the end, however, the version of the title used in the first poster still
seemed more fitting of the context.
Figure 6.8.8: Festival title
alternatives and experiments.

In order to bring about the previously discussed change in
style, a series of tests were made using the title over more
sober background colours and textures, getting a feel for how
it could work out. After trying out a few different colours, we
settled back on the festival’s characteristic blue, albeit a darker,
less saturated shade. A visible grid gives the layout structure,
and balance is done entirely with type, attempting to effectively blend the runes and Latin script: the former as an attractive and illustrative asset, and the latter for simply laid out,
direct information (fig. 6.8.10).

Figure 6.8.9: Experimenting with
different colours and layouts
for the festival poster.
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Figure 6.8.10: Final version
of the Íslendingadagurinn
poster layout.

To develop additional posters, we decided to let go of the realworld applications and adopt a higher degree of freedom in
showing what Gríma is capable of. In order to kick-start the
process, a few words in Old Norse were laid out over different
backdrops for experimentation, followed by compositions
made out of individual runic glyphs (fig. 6.8.11).
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Figure 6.8.11: Experiments
for demonstrative posters.

Eventually, things started to take shape. After adding a few images to add context and aid in developing different layouts, a
series of different posters and other print-focused materials
were developed using multiple different settings of Gríma. The
runic script was now in full charge, without any Latin script to
‘hold its hand’ for communication, bringing out the font’s versatility and play every available part.
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Figure 6.8.12: Definitive
demonstrative posters.

Once there were enough posters and print material, we decided to
move onto signage, an interesting use for the typeface as well as a
good test of its versatility. Both road signs and historical plaques were
used, so as to showcase different instances of Gríma. For the signs and
plaques, names of Icelandic and Swedish streets and avenues were
used, with the addition of the occasional mythical realm out of Norse
mythology (see figures 6.8.13 and 6.8.14).
A series of simple specimens and explanatory panels was then designed as an introduction to the showcase materials (fig. 6.8.15, 6.8.16):

Figure 6.8.13: Road signs with
the same location names set in
both runic and Latin scripts.

Figure 6.8.14: Streets signs
for Swedish and Icelandic
streets set in Gríma.

Figure 6.8.15: Panels
demonstrating each of the
variation axes in Gríma.
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Figure 6.8.16: Panels showcasing
the entire glyph roster of Gríma
in different instances.

A few examples of transcriptions of runestone inscriptions were also set as examples of typical use
of a runic font in an academic context (fig. 6.8.17):

Figure 6.8.17: Panels showcasing
academic usage of Gríma with
runestone transcriptions.
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Once all of the material was ready, it was time to apply them
to mock-ups (fig. 6.8.18 - 6.8.20) and get an idea of how
everything looked when in context. The resulting material
(annex #3) was compiled and uploaded to an URL where
evaluators would be able to look at it during testing.
Figure 6.8.18: Signs and plaques
applied to mockups.

Figure 6.8.19: Beer labels
applied to mockups.
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Figure 6.8.20: Posters and
fliers applied to mockups.
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6.9 Interactive Showcase: A Simple Website
Before beginning testing, we thought it fit to give people a way
to interact with Gríma and all of its variation axes, which would
be the only way to showcase the entire spectrum of its range of
possible applications. A simple website was then developed: a
large text area where people can type whatever they want, and
five sliders: One for size, and then one for each variation axis.
The font was exported in OpenType Variable TT format for
use in a Web-based application, and the values were communicated from the sliders to the visible instance with CSS variables.
While this format was adequate for the testers to try out the
variation axes, there were a few more features we planned on
including in the website—mainly a presentation and introduction to the font—due to time constraints, however, these features would have to be implemented at a later stage, depending
on how long the following steps took and on how many more
hiccups would appear along the process.

student.dei.uc.pt/~caio/grima

student.dei.uc.pt/~caio/grima

Figure 6.9.1: Screenshots
from the interactive
demo website.
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7.

Evaluation and Design Cycles
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7.1 Developing the Evaluation Form
For evaluation purposes, we decided it would be of great importance to seek input from two distinct demographics: (i)
people with a background in design, preferably familiar with
type design; and (ii) people with knowledge about the runic
scripts, preferably those able to phonetically transliterate
runes and match them to their Latin alphabet counterparts.
The medium of a web-based form was chosen due to its
viability in the restrictive scenario imposed on us by
COVID-19 related restrictions.
The form was designed so as to obtain quantitative (as a multichoice Likert scale reply) and qualitative (as open questions)
evaluations in order to evaluate the strengths and weaknesses
of the design of Gríma at the time, as well as understand the
potential of the use of this typeface in real scenarios. The first
section of the form, then, included four questions intended to
gauge the evaluator's familiarity with each subject:
1. Are you familiar with the Nordic runic scripts?
2. Are you able to phonetically transliterate runic characters and Latin letters?
3. Do you stem from a design background/have any
sort of design education?
4. Do you have any experience with type design?

Figure 7.1.1: Picture of the Lingsberg runestone
included in the second section of the form.
Available in «https://www.thevintagenews.com/
wp-content/uploads/2018/08/800pxu_240_lingsberg-480x640.jpg»

The second section was mostly focused on the specifics of
type design, although the questions in it were written in a way
such that evaluators without previous knowledge of typography-related jargon could still give their opinion on each
matter. One question inquires about the connection between
the runeforms designed for Gríma and the original runic inscriptions, to which Figures 7.1.1 and 7.1.2 were shown for comparison.
1. How visually cohesive does the typeface seem to you?
Do the glyphs in each variation instance all look like
they belong to the same typeface?
2. How well do the glyphs harmonise with each other
within individual words?
3. How well do the glyphs harmonise with each other
within whole paragraphs?
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Figure 7.1.2: A paragraph set in Gríma.
Image included in the second section
of the evaluation form.

4. How visually faithful do you think the glyphs in Gríma
are to the original basic shapes of the younger futhark
(as shown in the inscription depicted below)? Why?
5. How legible (easily distinguishable from one another) are the runes in Gríma?

The third section pertains to the variation axes in the
typeface: the aspects they modify, their range of variation,
versatility and general functionality.
1. Does the current range of each axis make for sufficient variation? If not, which axes should be widened in
range? In which direction?
2. How visually cohesive is the glyph design amongst
all the axes? Looking across all of the examples shown,
is it possible to identify they're all styles of the same
font family, or is that connection easy to miss? Why?
3. Do any of the axes somehow compromise/distort the
historical legacy of the runes? If yes, which one? Why?
4. How versatile do you think the current variation axes
make Gríma?
5. Do you think that more variation axes are necessary?
If so, what additional axes could help make the
typeface fit a broader spectrum of media?

The fourth section of the form inquires about Gríma in
practice – the font being used within specific contexts, and
how well it works within each one.
1. How well do you find that the runic glyphs blend in
when paired with regular latin script?
2. How natural does a paragraph/text area set in Gríma
look? Is it a visually cohesive textured shape, or more of
a scattered mess?
3. Do you think the typeface could be further refined for
use in text areas/paragraphs? If so, what aspects could
be improved?
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4. Which context do you think fits Gríma better: A context of historical usage (such as history/linguistics
books and museums) or one of contemporary usage
(signage, promotional material, entertainment)?

The fifth and final section consists of only one open field
for any further feedback or suggestions the evaluator may
wish to leave:
1. Feel free to write here any further comments you may
have! That includes any and everything about aspects
that weren't evaluated in this form, about glyph design,
and other general suggestions.

The form was created in the Google Forms platform and
would be sent to volunteer evaluators with URLs to both the
website and to the demonstrative material shown above.

Figure 7.2.1: Facebook post in Norse
Rune Writing/Translating calling for
volunteer evaluators.

7.2 Collecting Feedback from Rune-Related
Communities
For the first round of testing, it was decided that the showcase material, website and form would be posted to mostly
the same social media communities where we had made the
first ‘call for help’ posts, in hopes that more direct instructions and more visual stimuli would generate more engagement when compared to just a request for contact information. These communities were the Reddit subreddits r/runes
[77], r/oldnorse [78], and r/Norse [79]; as well as Facebook
group ‘Norse Rune Writing/Translating’ [80]. The other two
Facebook groups where we had posted before were scrapped
from the roster for this round, since this one was where we
got by far the most engagement and interest – this group
was, after all, the only one that focused on actual writing and
reading of runes, instead of on their related folklore and
mystical properties.
Engagement from these posts exceeded our expectations,
totalling 18 responses from both Reddit and Facebook users.
All of these predictably responded positively to the question
inquiring about familiarity with the Nordic runic scripts, although only half of those said they were also able to phonetically transliterate them. Half of this round’s evaluators
also stemmed from a design background, and despite that
not being a necessary attribute for this group, it serves to
further back the validity of their feedback.
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Figure 7.2.1: Post published in runerelated communities on Reddit
calling for volunteer evaluators.

1. How visually cohesive does the typeface seem to you?
Do the glyphs in each variation instance all look like
they belong to the same typeface?
For visual cohesion within each instance of the font, the
evaluators consistently marked 4 and 5, making for a mean
of ~4.4, and both a median and mode of 5. Despite the outliers, their feedback does not warrant any major concerns
over this aspect.

2. How well do the glyphs harmonise with each other
within individual words?
Evaluators marked this aspect with a ~4.4 mean, and both
median and mode equal 5.

3. How well do the glyphs harmonise with each other
within whole paragraphs?
When it came to harmonisation between glyphs, both within
individual words and within paragraphs, the evaluators voted
adds up to the same exact result (though not all of them repeated the same marks for both questions), making for a
~4.4 mean, and both median and mode are 5. Once again,
the results do not warrant any major concerns when it comes
to this parameter.

4. How visually faithful do you think the glyphs in Gríma
are to the original basic shapes of the younger futhark
(as shown in the inscription depicted below)? Why?
For this parameter, the results are a mean of ~3.9, and both
mode and median are 4. The written answers give us more insight on how to interpret these numbers, with repeated mentions to the fact that Gríma lacks the rustic or ‘rough’ aspect of
the original carvings, which is to be expected – some of the
comments even acknowledge that this is an expected outcome.
Other comments address the runeforms of specific runes as
less faithful than ideal, even considering the expected discrepancy between primitive inscription and digital media: One
comment addresses the positioning of the dots in the P-rune,
other mentions the size of the bowl in thur and the height of
the short-twig variation of the S-rune. Others mention the
fact that the R-rune resembles a Latin R too closely, as well as
the P-rune resembling a Latin K.
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5. How legible (easily distinguishable from one another) are the runes in Gríma?
As for legibility, the results were exceedingly positive: a mean
of ~4.5, with both median and mode equaling 5. It seems
most of the rune-focused group of evaluators found Gríma
to be satisfactory in this aspect.
For the third section of the evaluation, pertaining to the variation axes and their range, the first group of evaluators were
thorough in their comments, even going to the length of
making detailed suggestions.

1. Does the current range of each axis make for sufficient variation? If not, which axes should be widened in
range? In which direction?
Some suggestions made little sense, such as requests for the
angularity range to be widened (we could not fathom how
exactly to make the rounded masters any more rounded, or
how to make the squared masters any more angular), or for
the tallest master to be made less tall (effectively reducing the
end user’s range of choice). But these were in the minority:
there were requests for the weight axis to be extended in
the lighter range, which we agree with. Others asked for
serifs to be added, for the shortest master to be made even
shorter, and for the tallest to be even taller, pointing out
that some runic ‘graffiti’-type inscriptions had very long
staves. Most replies, however, report that the current level
of variation is satisfactory.

2. How visually cohesive is the glyph design amongst
all the axes? Looking across all of the examples shown,
is it possible to identify they're all styles of the same
font family, or is that connection easy to miss? Why?
For visual cohesion amongst all possible styles, evaluators
marked it at a mean of ~4.3, with a median of 4.5, and a
mode of 5. Those who marked it 4 or 5 gave different reasons as to why it was that they found it cohesive, with one
evaluator describing the differing aspects from each instance
as “familiar, yet different.” Two mentioned that line cohesion
and consistent angles/curvature clearly connected the instances. Another said that the identical stave and branch
lengths were responsible for cohesion, as well as the consistent dot/sting size and positioning.
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Those who marked it at 4 often explained why they refrained
from giving it top marks. Three of them said that the rounded and angular variations could easily be thought to be indicative of different font families. One even suggested narrowing the angularity axis to fix this problem, if it were to be
a priority over being able to use the most angular version of
each instance.
The outliers, marking this aspect at 3 and 2, also pointed to
the differences between rounded and angular instances as the
reason for their marks, with one of them also mentioning
the differences between the soft and straight-cut terminations.

3. Do any of the axes somehow compromise/distort the
historical legacy of the runes? If so, which one? Why?
Out of the eighteen evaluators, five thought that Gríma was
not entirely respectful of the historical legacy of the runes.
Amongst the axes at fault, angularity appeared four out of
the five times, with two specifying that the least angular version looks excessively modern. One of them acknowledges
that medieval runes took up a more curved form, but affirms
that the angular versions were still generally more recognisable as runes. One answer said the termination softness axis
was partly to blame. Two evaluators answered with “I don’t
know” and “N/A”.

4. How versatile do you think the current variation axes
make Gríma?
Versatility was marked with a mean of 4.6, and both median and mode at 5. This score was higher than we anticipated for this group, especially considering the many suggestions received in the previous question.

5. Do you think that more variation axes are necessary?
If so, what additional axes could help make the
typeface fit a broader spectrum of media?
Suggestions made in answer to this question included:
•

An axis that ranged between ‘handwritten’ and ‘formal,’
with ‘formal’ being composed of the masters that already
exist, and ‘handwritten’ consisting of more rustic versions
of each glyph, more closely resembling the way in which
the runes were carved in stone and wood;
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•
•
•
•

A serif axis, with a pointer to Johannes Bureus’ work
[81] as a reference;
A width axis suggested twice;
Not an axis, but a toggle to add background colour so
as to resemble a carving;
A ‘small caps’ axis, with one of the ends minimising
the stave and placing maximum emphasis on the discerning elements of each rune. Basically, an exaggeration of the principle followed in the development of
Gríma’s first master.

In the fourth section, pertaining to practical applications of
Gríma and its behaviour in certain contexts, the stream of
suggestions persisted. Albeit not entirely expectedly, since
this round of evaluations focused on people with knowledge
of runic scripts instead of that of design, lots of thorough
feedback was to be found amongst them.

1. How well do you find that the runic glyphs blend in
when paired with regular latin script?
Marks for this question made for a mean of 3.8, and both a
median and mode of 4. Five out of the eighteen evaluators
marked it at 3 or lower, with two of those five stemming
from a design background. Despite the higher numbers of
marks 4 and higher, the five lower scores are noteworthy and
will have some clarification brought about in the next open
question.

2. How natural does a paragraph/text area set in Gríma
look? Is it a visually cohesive textured shape, or more of
a scattered mess?
This aspect was marked at a mean of 4.4, with both the median and mode marking 4. More on the reasons behind these
marks under the next question.

3. Do you think the typeface could be further refined for
use in text areas/paragraphs? If so, what aspects could
be improved?
Most suggestions within the answers to this question pertained to kerning and tracking. Six of them called for spacing
to be increased between letters, between words, or both. One
addressed specifically the spacing around the division marks,
which was too great to allow the user to use manual spaces
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around them if needed. As a result of spaces being too narrow, these often described a degree of difficulty in telling
words apart when looking at a paragraph.
There were also comments pertaining to other issues. One
mentioned that the runes looked slightly too heavy when it
comes to integration with Latin scripts, which might be due
to the example presented in the form: the runes set within
the Latin script paragraphs in the presented pages of Ölands
Runinskrifter were purposefully set in a bolder weight in order
to stand out, as they do in the original. The addition of
bindrunes was suggested twice, one of them recommending
the use of ligature mechanics in order to include this feature.
Serifs were suggested once again, as well as a way to indicate
that a rune is supposed to be ‘capitalised’.

4. Which context do you think fits Gríma better: A context of historical usage (such as history/linguistics
books and museums) or one of contemporary usage
(signage, promotional material, entertainment)?

While most of the evaluators thought it fit both contexts to
a satisfactory level, this group was far from unanimous in
this opinion. One person thought it fit historical usage better
than contemporary, while two thought the exact opposite.
For the answers marked ‘other,’ the first suggested that more
rune variations were needed in order for Gríma to fit proper
usage in a historical context; and the second said it was fit
for historical usage, with the addition of fantasy settings
such as tabletop roleplaying games. One last evaluator voted
that Gríma did not fit either context, but this same person’s
answers to previous questions show a generally positive impression towards the font, we believe in the possibility of
this answer having been accidental.
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As for the fifth and last section, the comments and suggestions were many, and quite diverse in nature. There were
comments praising Gríma’s versatility and general design, as
well as suggestions for aspects going beyond the typeface itself, pointing out possible mistakes in the evaluation form as
well as in the website and demonstrative material.

1. Feel free to write here any further comments you may
have! That includes any and everything about aspects
that weren't evaluated in this form, about glyph design,
and other general suggestions.
One lengthy comment brought up an important issue that
had not been thoroughly developed at this stage, despite having been given a fair amount of thought: keyboard mapping.
The comment reads:
« At least on my American QWERTY keyboard layout, I was
unable to access all of the runes (ex. thorn), while some keys
were entirely unchanged (ex. Q, Y), and a number of the
runes I did have access to were in weird places. For examples
of the latter, both u and U are written as u, while w is w and
W is W. A more efficient use of space would be to have u be
W and U be Ù so that the W key can serve as an entirely different set of runes. I'd possibly even expand to cover the
greater wealth of runes in general and go for ‘w’ as W and
‘W’ as Ù. Another example is how i/I and f/F produce the
same rune, but d/D produces a rune and a letter. b/B both
produce b, while one of those two could be Ì or B. It's going
in a decent direction overall, though, and I look forward to
seeing future iterations. »
The issue discussed in the comment above would need to be
dealt with before the typeface was released to the public,
since its impact on the font’s actual usability would be too
great to justify postponing its execution.
Suggestions were also made for:
• Creating a variant of the font drawing more parallelism
with the Latin alphabet;
• Introducing a toggle for bars (or guides) on the top and
bottom of lines as seen in carvings, linking all the
glyphs;
• Serifs, once again. The same evaluator made use of almost every open question to express that serifs would be
an important addition to Gríma.
• More variations of the R-rune, especially an open one in
which the waist does not touch the stave;
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•

Reinforcing the suggestion for a lowercase and uppercase system for the runes;

Beyond those, yet more suggestions appeared in the discussions that took place under the social media posts in which
we asked for people’s cooperation: Adding a variation of the
D-rune with a sting or dot instead of the crossbar, foregoing
the compromise in the position of the dots in the P-rune (B),
two more requests for the alternate R-rune, and adding a
stung or dotted thorn (1) in order to phonetically match the
modern Icelandic ‘ð’ sound.

7.3 Collecting Feedback from Design
Professors, Researchers and Alumni
For the second round of testing, the focus would be the opposite end of the spectrum of evaluators we were aiming
for. Now that the people most familiar with the runes had
given us their feedback, it was time to collect opinions and
suggestions from an audience with a design background,
preferably those who had some experience with type design.
Despite having the possibility of resorting to online communities for design enthusiasts, the reality of such environments is that there can often be a disproportionate ratio of
amateurs and novices to experienced professionals. Being
lucky enough to have a roster of keen-eyed design researchers, alumni, and professors in-house, at the Department of
Informatics Engineering of the University of Coimbra, we
opted to go that route when seeking evaluators for this
round. Email invitations to evaluate the typeface were sent
out to a multitude of professors, researchers and alumni,
twelve of whom were available to help. Due to one of these
responders not stemming from a design background directly,
however, the following analysis will only take into account
the remaining eleven evaluators.
All eleven evaluators answered positively to the questions
pertaining to their design background and type design experience, and negatively to any sort of familiarity or knowledge
of the Runic scripts.
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1. How visually cohesive does the typeface seem to you?
Do the glyphs in each variation instance all look like
they belong to the same typeface?
Here, the evaluators for the second round market cohesiveness within each instance at a mean of 4.7, with a mode and
median of 5. A positive response from the designers as well
as from the rune-writing community is reassuring, settling
this aspect of development for the time being.

2. How well do the glyphs harmonise with each other
within individual words?
For this question, the recorded marks result in a mean of
4.3, a median of 4, and a mode of 4 – an expectedly
harsher evaluation from the designers.

3. How well do the glyphs harmonise with each other
within whole paragraphs?
Here, the marks make for a mean of 4.9, with the median
and mode equalling 4 once again. For both harmonisation
questions, the results were mostly positive – it is possible to
see that the evaluators from the second group are much
more cautious before marking such aspects at the top score,
but the fact that most of them still marked it 4 or above still
makes for a pleasant surprise.

4. How visually faithful do you think the glyphs in Gríma
are to the original basic shapes of the younger futhark
(as shown in the inscription depicted below)? Why?
This aspect was marked at a mean of 4.1 by this group,
with both a median and mode of 4. One of the evaluators
did not mark it at all, so these numbers are based on ten
evaluations instead of eleven. The higher score here compared to the evaluation done by the group that was familiar
with runic scripts is to be expected, since those people will
have had preconceptions on what each runeform is supposed to look like (as opposed to this group, which had
only the picture of the runestone presented in the question
for comparative evidence).
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The open portion of the question offers some insight on
what led the evaluators to mark it as such. It is possible to infer that those with a design background often better understand the necessity to make compromises or adjustments in
order to achieve visual cohesion and a consistent design language throughout the entire range of glyphs – one comment
reads, “They maintain the basic structure/skeleton of the
forms that conveys meaning, while employing a set of construction rules to uniformize and solidify its writing”. Another says that “[The glyphs] appear to follow the same
shapes and proportions. Having only the one picture as reference, it does appear like the original runes are more flexible
(as they are hand-drawn), although I don't think that it's a
bad thing if the typeface is more rigid”.
Overall, the feedback seems to revolve around the cleaner
and more geometrically constructed nature of the typeface
versus that of the original carved runes, with the high marks
showing that such characteristics are not perceived in a
negative light, but merely as a consequence of the nature
of the task at hand.

5. How legible (easily distinguishable from one
another) are the runes in Gríma?
Here, once again, one of the evaluators refrained from answering, so only ten marks were used in coming up with a
mean of 4, a median also of 4, and a mode of 5. Despite
more people having marked legibility at 4 or higher than at 3
or lower, the three lower marks show that runic characters
can be especially difficult to tell apart by those not familiar
with their forms – something made more evident by the unanimously high marks given to this aspect by the first group
of evaluators. Due to that contrast, this difference in results
does not seem to configure cause for major concerns.
The next section pertains to the variation axes and their
range, where we suspected the designers would have very
different input from that of the first group.

1. Does the current range of each axis make for sufficient variation? If not, which axes should be widened in
range? In which direction?
Two of the replies were left blank, which we assume to mean
that the current variation levels are sufficient. If to add to
those the seven answers that directly state the range of vari-
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ation as being satisfactory, that can be considered a positive
result. Suggestions for improvement here were mostly
echoed from those done by the first group: a lighter range
for the weight axis (requested twice), and a shorter range in
the height axis. One comment mentioned that the intermediate variations could often be too slight to notice, particularly
on the Softness axis. A new suggestion seen here was to
make the staves ‘wiggly’ as an interesting experiment, made
while mentioning that it was likely to hinder legibility.

2. How visually cohesive is the glyph design amongst
all the axes? Looking across all of the examples shown,
is it possible to identify they're all styles of the same
font family, or is that connection easy to miss? Why?
For visual cohesion amongst all instances of Gríma, the evaluators marked at a mean of 4.1, with a median of 4, and no
mode (or a mode of 4 and 5).
Those who marked it at 4 or higher said it was mostly cohesive, with those who marked it 4 pointing out specific select
glyph or axes that were exceptions to that general impression: one mentioned the change of angle in some discerning
elements between masters, while other pointed out that the
angularity axis changed things to the point where its extremes can look like they belong to different font families.
That opinion seemed to be shared by the evaluators who
marked it at 3, two of which mentioned the angularity axis as
the culprit, albeit while stating that its existence is interesting
and a crucial axis in the character of the typeface.

3. Do any of the axes somehow compromise/distort the
historical legacy of the runes? If yes, which one? Why?
The second group had different feedback to offer under this
question. Three people stated that they lacked the specific
knowledge to be able to answer the question, which was to
be expected – we assume that the same might apply to those
who refrained from answering altogether. While some of
those who did respond said that their opinion was that
Gríma did not compromise the historical legacy of the runes
in any way, there were two axes pointed at as possible perpetrators.
The bold end of the weight axis, according to one evaluator,
lacks the elegance and lightness found in the original inscriptions. We tend to agree with this assessment, especially when
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it comes to the softer, rounded variant of the instances at
700 weight – so much so that it was not once used in the
demonstrative materials created for the purposes of evaluation. We do, however, believe that the aspect of flexibility
offered by its presence in the range is inherent to a variable
font, and that the user can be the judge of whether there is
any context in which such an instance may prove adequate.
The second evaluator mentioned the angularity axis, pointing
out that the runes shown in the provided images of stone inscriptions all exhibit curves. This assessment weighs on our
own choice of which images to present in the form: upon
choosing to display images of inscriptions from roughly the
same era (and only in stone, as opposed to wood or any
other materials), different variations of said runes were inadvertently omitted from evaluators with no pre-existing knowledge of runic scripts. The more angular masters of Gríma
draw inspiration from the Elder Futhark, whose angular
runes preceded the Younger’s, and still appeared in inscriptions throughout a long transitional period [3].

4. How versatile do you think the current variation
axes make Gríma?
Versatility was marked by the second group at a mean of 4.5,
with both a median and mode of 5. Only one of the evaluators marked it at 3, but refrained from answering the following question for clarification. There is the possibility that this
low mark relates to the overall versatility of a runic font in a
world that only uses runes in a few select academic and entertainment contexts, but there is no way to confirm the
reasoning behind it.

5. Do you think that more variation axes are necessary?
If so, what additional axes could help make the
typeface fit a broader spectrum of media?
Suggestions in this section were diverse. One mentioned a
possible ‘stroke style’ axis, with the opposite end to the current shape being one that emulates some sort of carving
tool, giving its glyphs a more rustic look and feel. The request for extending the weight range towards the lighter side
was reiterated. Another request was made for serifs (this time
by a different evaluator), who stated it would be interesting
to create seemingly contemporary versions of the old simple
glyphs, taking in even more hints from the evolution of
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Latin letters and type. Most answers, however, stated that the
current level of variation was sufficient.
The next section pertains to practical usage of Gríma and its
application into different contexts. We expect the second
group to be stricter than the first one also in this section.

1. How well do you find that the runic glyphs blend in
when paired with regular latin script?
Marks for this aspect were the lowest yet, making for a mean
of 3.3, and both a median and mode of 3. This outcome did
not come as a surprise, since even the impressions of the
first group were not entirely positive. This might, again, have
been influenced by the bolder weight used in the runic characters included within the Latin paragraphs of the sample
pages, something that was done in order to resemble the original – but that does not change the fact that most of the designers marked it at 3. The repeated requests for a lighter
weight, while valid in their own right, might also hold the answer to the issue shown by the scoring under this question.

2. How natural does a paragraph/text area set in Gríma
look? Is it a visually cohesive textured shape, or more of
a scattered mess?
Marks under this question add up to a mean of 4.1, with a
median of 4, and a mode of 5. Opinions were split here,
more so than we would have expected from a group with a
relatively similar background. Some clarification should be
found within the answers to the next question.

3. Do you think the typeface could be further refined for
use in text areas/paragraphs? If so, what aspects could
be improved?
Alas, two of the evaluators who marked the previous question at 3 did not offer any feedback under this one. There
was plenty of feedback from the other, however, with a wide
range of variation in opinion. One comment mentions that
the lack of ascenders and descenders, inherent to runes,
hinders how well it can work in a paragraph (in comparison
to Latin type, we assume). Another states that the height of
the glyphs used in the sample (around 550, in the range that
goes from 500 to 700) makes the font seem condensed, and
thinks that a lower height would help. Line spacing was also
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mentioned, with one evaluator suggesting larger leading
could be beneficial to how paragraphs look, and another saying the exact opposite – that they would like to see how it
works with a much smaller leading.
The bulk of comments, however, had to do with kerning and
tracking. Much like the first group, this one reported difficulty distinguishing between words, but also letter spacing
being excessively tight. This issue would undoubtedly need
to be addressed in the next generation of the typeface.

4. Which context do you think fits Gríma better: A context of historical usage (such as history/linguistics
books and museums) or one of contemporary usage
(signage, promotional material, entertainment)?

Less variety in the second group’s answers to this question, with
seven of the eleven evaluators still saying that Gríma is fit for use
in either context, and two voting for each of the other options.
Not everyone answered the single question in the last section, an open box for comments and suggestions, but those
that did were attentive and thorough in their feedback.

1. Feel free to write here any further comments you may
have! That includes any and everything about aspects
that weren't evaluated in this form, about glyph design,
and other general suggestions.
There were multiple suggestions regarding the questionnaire
itself, with repeated requests that image references to the original runic inscriptions be shown after the second section, as
well as for the addition of more references for those less familiar with such scripts. Another suggested change was the
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inclusion of comparative images between Gríma and other
digital runic typefaces. We agree that the form could have
been better illustrated, and this aspect would surely be addressed in any future rounds of evaluation.
There was plenty of praise for Gríma’s versatility and general quality of design in the answers to this last section,
which made for a pleasant surprise. The only suggestion
pertaining to the typeface itself regarded kerning issues,
specifically ones that were very evident in the placeholder
text for the website. We agree that these would need to be
ironed out swiftly, since it can severely hinder people’s first
impressions of the project.

7.4 Feedback From the Specialists
The third round of testing was conducted in a different manner, foregoing the use of the questionnaire and leaving the
specialists to give whatever sort of feedback they deemed
most important for their area of interest and specialisation.
The same demonstrative material was sent to Dr Dan Reynolds,
Svein Ekers, and Dr Laila Kitzler Åhfeldt for appraisal.

7.4.1 Feedback from Dr Dan Reynolds:
Dr Reynolds’ feedback was short, but objective: he stated
that the division marks (. : ; ) were too small, and seemed to
disappear in the page when compared to the runes themselves. He mentioned that it is not uncommon for Latin type
punctuation marks to be much heavier than the thickness of
the vertical strokes in the letters – and suggested that the
same be done to the division marks in order to make them
appear as heavy as the other glyphs. Looking at the material
after being made aware of the issue made it seem rather
obvious, but it was clearly something we—and the evaluators from the first two groups—had missed.
He also mentioned that the signage examples included in the
demonstrative material needed more attention to the tracking, stating that things read from afar usually need a lot more
tracking to be read naturally. After looking at the mock-ups
in smaller sizes, we could easily confirm that assessment.
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7.4.2 Feedback from Svein Ekers:
Ekers received the latest version of Gríma well, and made a
series of requests that would contribute to improve its compatibility with the New Fuþork.
When it comes to isolated glyphs, he first made a point that
the size of the bowls in thorn (þ), reið (r), and björk ( b) ranged
too widely in size – and that it would be fine if the option was
there to adjust the size of the bowls, but since that was not the
case, it would probably make sense for the bowls in runes of
the same instance to be more closely matched in size. We had
previously taken note of how thurs (þ) could stand out in
words and paragraphs due to the size and curvature of its
bowl, and agreed that changes could be made in order to mitigate this effect. If possible, the size discrepancy between the
bowls in reið ( r) and björk ( b) would also be addressed.
Another topical request was about the crossbar on the Drune (d), which was located halfway up from the centre of
the stave, looking out of place depending on the setting used
on the height axis. His request was that the crossbar be
centred on the stave to the height of the other crossbars,
such as those of ár (A) and nauðr (n). It was something that
could be easily adjusted, somewhat reminiscent of the now
scrapped ‘centre height’ axis, and we made a note to test it
out. Other requests for isolated glyphs were stung variations
of the F-rune ( v) and short-twig S-rune ( S ), and a bindrune
of the O-rune (o ) and the K-rune ( k) for the ‘auk’ Old
Norse word, which translates to the ‘and’ conjunction. The
bindrune (&) is used in the New Fuþork much like an ampersand (&) is used in Latin scripts.
His suggestions on the variation axes were two. Unexpectedly, the first one was once again about the addition of
serifs. Despite Dr Reynolds’ recommendations, it seemed
like many of the potential users for Gríma would perhaps
find a use for such a feature, even if it would not be the
most historically accurate feature in the font. At this stage,
Gríma was already underway the process of being less of a
Younger Futhark font and more of a multi-purpose Runic
typeface, even considering the transitional nature of many
glyphs included in it. Ekers’ second axis-related request was
a range extension on the height axis, in both directions.
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7.4.3 Feedback from Dr Laila Kitzler Åhfeldt:
Dr Laila Kitzler sadly did not reply to our new attempt at
contact containing links to the website and demonstrative
material. We still hope that she will reach out with her impressions of the current iteration of Gríma, even if not in
time for it to influence the development of the version
shown in the final sections of this document.

7.5 Improvements and Additions Based on
Evaluation Feedback
7.5.1 Based on 1st Round Feedback: Rune Communities
After going through the feedback from the first group of
evaluators, also considering the comments that appeared in
discussions under the social media posts used to find volunteers, a first round of adjustments and additions was set
to be implemented.
The first addition to be developed was a stung variant of Týr
(D ). While the previously existing Týr variation with a crossbar (d) represented the same phoneme, working as a D-rune,
it was reasonably simple to develop and would allow for the
user to choose which variant to use. The sting was placed
close to the arm, up towards the top of the stave. A dotted
variation of thurs (1) was also developed, placing the sting
where it would look centred within the bowl. The placement
was difficult to fine-tune in the angular variants, and some issues of this nature were resolved by slightly altering the size
of the sting in certain masters.
Following an evaluator’s request, the spacing around all three
division marks (. : ; ) was greatly reduced, now allowing users
to use manual spaces around them when needed.
The most significant change enacted in this cycle was the
remapping of the keyboard, as suggested in a thorough comment by another evaluator. The first issue to be resolved was
that certain keys, some only on the uppercase layers and others on both layers, had no runic glyphs mapped to them
whatsoever. When Gríma was used as a webfont, any text set
in it would display unmapped characters in whatever fallback
font was configured (in regular Latin script). The new dotted
variants of certain runes developed in this cycle would help
ensure that all letters had a runic glyph mapped to them, but
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.:;1D;:.
.:;1D;:.
.:;1D;:.
Figure 7.5.1.1: Added and modified
glyphs for the cycle of improvements
shown in four different instances.

some runes were also mapped more than once across the entire keyboard in order to avoid fallback fonts ever being
shown in web applications.

7.5.2 Based on 2nd Round Feedback: Designers
Reflecting on the feedback and data collected during the
second round of evaluation, the bulk of the changes made in
this development cycle would inevitably be related to kerning
and tracking, with some topical changes also made to address
the way in which certain glyphs interact with each other, better shaping the negative space they create on the page.
There was much work yet to be done on kerning, but it
would not be possible to completely kern all sixteen masters
within the limited time frame of this project. The regular
master was prioritised, as well as certain Old Norse (written
in the Younger Futhark), Swedish, Icelandic and English
(written in the New Fuþork) that were to make appearances
in the demonstrative materials and in the website. Most of
the previous kerning rules and all of the new ones were
made to be more relaxed than in the previous iteration, addressing the comments on issues caused by close tracking.
A number of complaints and comments were left concerning a certain degree of difficulty by the evaluators in telling
words apart: the narrow space character often blended in
with the large negative space created by some runes at the
beginnings and ends of certain words. This problem greatly
hindered the reading flow, especially when added to the unfinished kerning. In order to mitigate this issue, the regular
space character was widened from 180 to 320 UPM (Units
Per Em), allowing words a bit more breathing room.
Finally, both symmetrical and asymmetrical variants of nauðr
(nN) and ár (Aa ) were revised so that the height of their
crossbars would coincide whenever they were set next to
each other in any given word. The crossbars in the asymmetrical variants were also slightly lengthened to bring their general width closer to that of most other runes. The arm in Týr
(T ) was also lengthened, while the one in lögr ( l) went
through the opposite process, being slightly shortened in order to better match the width of the remaining runes.
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aAn N T l
aAn N T l
aAnNT l
Figure 7.5.2.1: Added and modified
glyphs for the second cycle of
improvement shown in four
different instances.

7.5.3 Based on Feedback From the Specialists
Dr Reynolds’ recommendation for a heavier weight on all of
the division marks (. : ; ) was applied to every master, scaling
them to 120% in rounded runeform masters and to 140% in
angular runeform masters, and repositioning as needed.
Since the bulk of tracking-related issues was addressed in the
previous cycle, the only thing left to do was to re-do the signage-related material with revised letter spacing.
Due to time frame limitations, the axis-related requests made
by Svein Ekers would have to be tested and developed in future iterations of Gríma. Within the scope of this project,
only glyph-specific changes would be possible.
The crossbar variant of the voiced Týr (d), which functions as
a D-rune, was lowered to be exactly centred across the vertical
length of the stave. A stung version of the fé rune (v) was developed to function as a voiced variant of the F-rune, and
mapped to the V key on the keyboard. A stung version of the
short-twig sól rune was also created (x), since the unstung variant can be used as a speech mark in the New Fuþork.
The size of the bowl on the thurs rune (þ) was finally revised,
since Ekers’ request echoed that of one of the evaluators in
the first round. It was reduced in size significantly in both its
regular and stung variants, more so in the rounded master
than in the angular ones. This change also warranted small
adjustments to björk (b) and reið (r), following Ekers’ recommendation and attempting to better balance the dimensions
of all bowl-bearing runes in each master.
Finally, the first bindrune to be included in Gríma was developed: a bindrune that fuses oss (o ) and kaun (k) into one
glyph (&). It was designed for each of the sixteen masters, a
process that took longer than expected: in order to keep the
width reasonable, both discerning elements had to be redesigned. It was also vital to properly integrate the upper
crossbar from oss and the arm from kaun, which took some
experimenting with the curves and placement along the stave.
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.:;Dvxþbr&
.:;Dv x þbr&
.:;Dvxþbr&
Figure 7.5.3.1: Added and modified
glyphs for the third cycle of
improvement shown in four
different instances.
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8.

The Typeface: Results
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8.1 The Typeface
Once all of the modifications and additions had been completed, Gríma was ready to be made available to the public.
This section illustrates all available glyphs in all sixteen masters developed for interpolation.
The final four variation axes were named Softness, Angularity,
Weight, and Height. The Softness axis changes the terminations and angles from straight-cut to soft and rounded (fig.
8.1.1). Angularity changes the runeforms from the newer,
rounded style found in Younger Futhark stone inscriptions to
the angular, jagged shapes reminiscent of the Elder Futhark
(fig. 8.1.2). The Weight axis changes the gauge of the strokes
composing each rune, as expected in any typeface (fig. 8.1.3).
Height changes the vertical height of the runes, all the while
preserving its width along the entire axis (fig. 8.1.4).

Figure 8.1.1: Illustration of
variation along the Softness axis.

Figure 8.1.2: Illustration of
variation along the Angularity axis.

Figure 8.1.3: Illustration of
variation along the Weight axis.

Figure 8.1.4: Illustration of
variation along the Height axis.
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Regular Soft
Figure 8.1.5: Complete glyph
set for the four regular weight
masters of the rounded
runeform.

Tall Soft

Regular Straight

Tall Straight
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Angular Soft
Figure 8.1.6: Complete glyph
set for the four regular weight
masters of the angular
runeform.

Angular Tall Soft

Angular Straight

Angular Tall Straight
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Bold Soft
Figure 8.1.7: Complete glyph
set for the four bold weight
masters of the rounded
runeform.

Tall Bold Soft

Bold Straight

Tall Bold Straight
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Angular Bold Soft
Figure 8.1.8: Complete glyph
set for the four bold weight
masters of the angular
runeform.

Angular Tall Bold Soft

Angular Bold Straight

Angular Tall Bold Straight
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8.2 Showcase Material: New and Revised
Before making Gríma publicly available, more showcase material would be needed. We elected not only to create new
examples and mock-ups, but also to revise some of those
created for the evaluation rounds according to feedback received, all the while making sure to include as many of the
newly added glyphs as possible.
New posters were designed, and two were revised and updated. Some were made in a similar contemporary style to
those made for the evaluation rounds (fig. 8.2.2, top), while
others take in some of the more rustic aspects found in
historical runestones (fig. 8.2.1, top left).
Figure 8.2.1: New posters
made using the latest
version of Gríma.
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Figure 8.2.2: New and
revised posters made using
the latest version of Gríma.
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The road and street signs were also revised based on Dr
Reynolds’ feedback, with looser tracking and different
runeforms to control the amount of negative space left
between the glyphs (see figure 8.2.4).

Figure 8.2.3: Revised
posters made using the
latest version of Gríma.

Figure 8.2.4: Revised road
and street signs set in the
latest version of Gríma.
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This time around we decided to add to the samples previously made of pages of Ölands Runinskrifter, designing a
cover for the Sveriges Runinskrifter journal and making book
mock-ups. Svein Eker’s New Futhork for Swedish was used
to set the runes on the cover (figures 8.2.5 and 8.2.6).
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Figure 8.2.5: Cover and
sample pages for the Sveriges
Runinskrifter journal.

Figure 8.2.6: Cover and
sample pages for the Sveriges
Runinskrifter journal.
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Figure 8.2.6: New and revised
bindrune beer labels, set in the
latest version of Gríma.

8.3 Making Gríma Publicly Available
Gríma has been made publicly available in an online repository where
it will be updated as new iterations are developed. The repository is
accessible at « https://github.com/caiosimonbreda/grima/».
The interactive demo website has also been revised and updated
with the latest version of the typeface, and can be accessed at
« https://student.dei.uc.pt/~caio/grima/».
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9.

Conclusion and Future Work
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In this document were presented the general theme, the objectives of this dissertation and what subject will be the focus of
study in this project. A historical background was provided as
an introduction to the Runic alphabets of Europe, as well as a
re-collective background of the appearance and development
of the ideas revolving the concept of algorithmically assisted
type design and of Variable Fonts. A brief chapter on related
work showcases some of what there is in the niche segment of
digital runic typefaces, after which a work plan was delineated
for the project, describing how the pursuit of each of the previously listed objectives would be carried out. The process of
development for the resulting typeface was described in detail,
as well as the evaluation process with volunteers from two different backgrounds. The finished typeface, then named Gríma,
was showcased in specimens and mock applications.
After a long development process and multiple design cycles,
we have attempted to bring the ancient runes of the Younger
Futhark (and some of their medieval counterparts) into the
frame of contemporary type, putting them through the paces
of one of the most interesting recent developments in font
technology, the increasingly popular OpenType Variable Fonts.
Future work in the development of Gríma would entail a series
of improvements suggested by consulted specialists and volunteer evaluators that did not fit the time constraints of this project. Support for additional glyphs such as Anglo-Saxon and
Frisian runes could turn it into a multi-purpose runic font. Developing the much-requested lighter range for the weight axis
could make it even more versatile, as would the development
of even taller masters for the higher end of the height axis.
The eventual development of the vehemently suggested serif
axis could add yet more possibilities to the roster of contexts
the typeface could find use in. More traditional runeform variants could be developed for reið (R) and dotted björk (B), as requested by the evaluators in the first round of testing, so as to
make it even more compliant in a strictly historical sense. It
could also have its glyphs mapped to the runic Unicode range, so
as to enable the use of native runic keyboard layouts. Additionally, we wish to send out an article based on this project to
vehicles and conferences to which it may be relevant; and to update the demo website with more information about the project.
All in all, considering the many different applications that Runic
scripts still have in this day and age, Gríma can be seen as a
work in progress – constantly changing and evolving to meet
the needs of any context that calls for a versatile runic font.
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Annex #1 - Evaluation Responses (Rune Enthusiasts)
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Evaluation Responses - Gríma

Timestamp

Rune Enthusiasts

Are you able to
phonetically transliterate
Are you familiar with the runic characters and
nordic runic scripts?
latin letters?

Do you stem from a
design background/have Do you have any
any sort of design
experience with type
education?
design?

How visually cohesive
does the typeface seem
to you? Do the glyphs in
each variation instance
all look like they belong
to the same typeface?

How well do the glyphs
harmonise with each
other within individual
words?

7/23/2021 14:23:01 Yes

Yes

No

No

5

5

7/23/2021 14:41:04 Yes

No

Yes

Yes

5

5

7/23/2021 15:23:26 Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

4

5

7/23/2021 15:38:11 Yes

Yes

No

No

5

4

7/23/2021 18:00:23 Yes

Yes

No

No

5

5

7/23/2021 21:42:00 Yes

No

Yes

No

5

5

7/23/2021 23:14:01 Yes

No

No

No

5

4

7/23/2021 23:44:46 Yes

No

No

No

5

5

7/24/2021 1:08:57 Yes

Yes

No

No

2

4

7/24/2021 5:36:15 Yes

Yes

No

No

5

5

7/24/2021 20:40:56 Yes

Yes

No

No

3

3

7/25/2021 11:17:10 Yes

Yes

No

No

4

4

7/26/2021 17:32:58 Yes

No

Yes

Yes

5

5

7/27/2021 11:27:30 Yes

No

Yes

Yes

5

4
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Evaluation Responses - Gríma

Timestamp

Rune Enthusiasts

Are you able to
phonetically transliterate
Are you familiar with the runic characters and
nordic runic scripts?
latin letters?

Do you stem from a
design background/have Do you have any
any sort of design
experience with type
education?
design?

How visually cohesive
does the typeface seem
to you? Do the glyphs in
each variation instance
all look like they belong
to the same typeface?

How well do the glyphs
harmonise with each
other within individual
words?

7/27/2021 12:17:07 Yes

No

Yes

No

5

4

7/28/2021 1:31:51 Yes

No

Yes

Yes

5

5

7/29/2021 12:03:16 Yes

No

Yes

Yes

4

5

7/30/2021 9:49:04 Yes

Yes

Yes

No

4

3

MODE

5

5

MEDIAN

5

5

4,4

4,4

MEAN
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Evaluation Responses - Gríma

Rune Enthusiasts

How visually faithful do
you think the glyphs in
Gríma are to the original
basic shapes of the
younger futhark (as
shown in the inscription
depicted below)?
Why?

How well do the glyphs
harmonise with each
other within whole
paragraphs?

4

5

How legible (easily
distinguishable from one
another) are the runes in
Gríma?

There are variations in size taken up, carving vs. typeface and other small
3 variations. But all in all it is a concise and easily distinguishable font.
The original basic shapes of the younger futhark have more of a rustic
appearance to them compared to the clean glyphs in Gríma. Nevertheless, If
someone were to hand carve Gríma, I can imagine it would be rather hard to
5 distinguish one from the other.

5

5

5

The rune shapes themselves are alright. The most notable problem I see is
that the rune has the dots in the wrong place. Further, if Grima really is
supposed to be Younger Futhark, you might should consider removing the
3 Anglo-Frisian rune and the Medieval rune from it.
I actually prefer this font to traditional runes bc of the regularity. obviously
any handwritten runes are going to be distinct due to the carver, so the
regularity established by the font is a great improvement for design
3 purposes.

5

There are so many variations of how the runes looked that it won't be 100%
faithful to either. In the example above the S is very different for example.
Some runes could also be reversed, as that was quite common (also in the
4 example above). Also more division marks, like × found kn N184.

5

5

5 Why not

5

5

seem to match glyphs from the Gríma, the only visual differences seems to
5 be in the way the rune is written/printed.

5

4

4 Moat of the characters are identical.

5

5

4

3

5

I feel that the style follows the original style of the runic inscriptions quite
well, and regularizes the runes used in historic inscriptions into an early
4 recognized common form.

5

4

I think they're very faithful to younger futhark, but seem to be more of a
variation of medieval futhark. Some of the letters like Þ have a very big
"stomach" in the text above, to where it looks a bit out of place to me. I'm
also not the biggest fan of being so small and one of the few letters that
arent a stave(reaching from top to bottom). It can be hard to catch at times
and ruins the flow of the reading in my opinion. I know it existed in short twig
and medieval futhark, but I'm just not a fan. Also from the website I tested, I
4 didnt like how capital P was so close to latin K. Other than that I like it.

4

3

Not all variations of the glyphs are sharp and ‘edgy’. The slight softness and
4 curves resemble runestones very well and makes it easier on the eye.

4

5

Most glyphs are faithfully adapted, but, for example, the "R" appears to have
4 been visually adjusted when compared to the original.

5

5

4

3
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Rune Enthusiasts

How visually faithful do
you think the glyphs in
Gríma are to the original
basic shapes of the
younger futhark (as
shown in the inscription
depicted below)?
Why?

How well do the glyphs
harmonise with each
other within whole
paragraphs?

How legible (easily
distinguishable from one
another) are the runes in
Gríma?

4

Some of the more organic forms of the original appear more 'uniformed' in
Gríma, which is understandable given that its a typeface. More importantly,
the balance between uniformity and faithfulness seems to be in a good
4 place.

5

5

They only lack some roughness, that can be an alternative version of the
4 font, or maybe some variant in each glyph, like the curves on the "h" one

5

4

It is visible that the glyphs in Gríma evolved from the original basic shapes of
the younger futhark. However, I believed that the final glyphs raised the
visual aspect of the original glyphs. Moreover, one thing that I quickly noticed
3 was the changing of the cross by the circle, which was an interesting choice .

3

4

The lined border common on runestones makes comparision a little difficult.
3 Maybe the codex runicus would be a better match?

5

5

4

5

5

4

5

4,4

3,9

4,5
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Evaluation Responses - Gríma

Rune Enthusiasts

How visually cohesive is
the glyph design
amongst all the axes?
Looking across all of the
examples shown, is it
possible to identify
they're all styles of the
Does the current range of each axis make for sufficient same font family, or is
variation? If not, which axes should be widened in
that connection easy to
range? In which direction?
Why?
miss?

The weight axis should be slightly widened in range, in
the lighter direction.

As long as all the weight, angularity and height match up,
4 they seem to go together quite well.
You've managed to achieve the "familiar... yet different"
sweetspot in all axes where one can still clearly tell that
they all belong to the same family, even after changing
5 all the values.

Weight could use to have a lower bottom, but
angularity and softness are spot-on

If I encountered them in the wild, I'd take the curved
versus straight lines on certain runes as being indicative
of separate fonts, but other than that the differences are
4 about the same as the Arial family, as an example.

I will admit I don't have a design background but I
*use* a lot of fonts in my work and I really love this
whole variable system

5

Angularity could maybe be widened slightly.

5

5

angularity slightly changes differences in the font family,
4 but its not visually a problem

yes

5

Serifs.

Max soft and round angles looks very different from the
2 opposite

I feel that the current level of variation is sufficient.

They are all visually quite similar, save for what I
consider minor variation (i.e, the weight and softness
5 axes).

Perfect imo, angularity slider is

5 I think they work well together from what I've seen

They do.

4

The ranges look good but the 2 intermediate values
seem to have little visual variation.

the terminations and curvatures applied to the lines are
5 relatable through the curvature angle and dimension

Yes

3 Mostly due to the angular variation
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Rune Enthusiasts

How visually cohesive is
the glyph design
amongst all the axes?
Looking across all of the
examples shown, is it
possible to identify
they're all styles of the
Does the current range of each axis make for sufficient same font family, or is
variation? If not, which axes should be widened in
that connection easy to
range? In which direction?
Why?
miss?

I would say yes.

Angularity seems to be the only axis that alters the font
characteristics enough for it to start appearing as if they
where separate families. This however only occurs when
comparing both extremes. Perhaps a more narrow
spectrum would solve this, though I'm not sure it would
4 be worth sacrificing the option of using full angularity.

Line variation could be an extra option (even though it
isn't present in the original like in roman letters), but
those available are more than enough

the line cohesion and angles make it totally readable as
5 part of the same set

I believe that the available range variation is enough.
One thing that could be interesting in the future could
create some kind of smallcaps. The original glyphs are
really vertical and I think creating glyphs with a smaller
height can result in something unexpected and as
good as the glyphs already created.

4 I guess that the glyphs are cohesive enough.

The effect of a little more height could be interesting to
see - som runic grafitti has very long staves

Not sure- maybe it's the identical stave and branch ends,
4 and the coherent sting size?

5
4,5
4,3
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Evaluation Responses - Gríma

Do any of the axes somehow compromise/distort the
historical legacy of the runes? If yes, which one? Why?

Rune Enthusiasts

How versatile do you
think the current
variation axes make
Gríma?

Do you think that more variation axes are necessary?
If so, what additional axes could help make the
typeface fit a broader spectrum of media?

How well do you find
that the runic glyphs
blend in when paired
with regular latin script?

Angularity for reasons mentioned above. Not that
medieval runes didn't take up a more curved form, but in
general for the recognition of runes in general, the more
angular forms are more recognizable as runes.

I have nothing to add to that since I am not very
5 experienced with fonts

4

In my humble opinion, they don't.

As mentioned before, an even lighter weight might be
5 a good bet.

4

Nope.

I don't think any more are Necessary. However, if you
want to add a kind of formal vs handwriting axis
(compare the or runes to the examples from the
stone on the other page, how the angles change and
how the opens up), it could find more applications
5 as being used to simulate inscriptions.

2

not in any meaningful way

5

5

5

4

5

5

5 no

3

5

1

The serifs as I said. See Johannes Bureus work on
4 these

2

N/A

4 N/A

5

I think the softest letters with low angularity might be too
modern for something you'd see historically.

5 I dont think so at the moment

5

The tallest versions of the runes seem off. Without
changing width i’d expect the staves to cross more
centered on the main stave.

5

5

maybe the angularity because I never saw curved lines
associated with the runic alphabet but I don't know if it's
common or even existent.

5

5

Definitely the softness. Angularity a bit

4 Maybe the width

4

Don´t know
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Do any of the axes somehow compromise/distort the
historical legacy of the runes? If yes, which one? Why?

Rune Enthusiasts

How versatile do you
think the current
variation axes make
Gríma?

Do you think that more variation axes are necessary?
If so, what additional axes could help make the
typeface fit a broader spectrum of media?

How well do you find
that the runic glyphs
blend in when paired
with regular latin script?

I'd say no.

4 I find the axes sufficient.

4

No, the boldness with round edges feels kind of strange
but after a bit it reads justs as a new approach

Maybe a toggle to make a center stroke with the
4 background color so it reads as a carving

3

I don't think so.

4 I guess that I have already answered.

4

New to variable fonts, so not sure what's possible. But
being able to adjust the rune width as well as height
may make it possible to approximate more
4 handwriting/carving styles.

4

5

4

5

4

4,6

3,8
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How natural does a
paragraph/text area set
in Gríma look? Is it a
visually cohesive
textured shape, or more
of a scattered mess?

Rune Enthusiasts

Which context do you
think fits Gríma better: A
context of historical usage
(such as history/linguistics
books and museums) or
one of contemporary
Do you think the typeface could be further refined for
usage (signage,
use in text areas/paragraphs? If so, what aspects could promotional material,
be improved?
entertainment)?

4 Nothing to add

Both contexts

Feel free to write here any further comments you may have!
That includes any and everything about aspects that weren't
evaluated in this form, about glyph design, and other general
suggestions.

I have nothing do add. I'm just trying to help out =)

Yes, the tracking should be adjusted slightly to allow for
more breathing room which in turn would improve
4 readability.
Both contexts
At least on my American QWERTY keyboard layout, I was
unable to access all of the runes (ex. thorn), while some keys
were entirely unchanged (ex. Q, Y), and a number of the runes
I did have access to were in weird places. For examples of the
latter, both u and U are written as , while w is and W is W.
A more efficient use of space would be to have u be and U
be so that the W key can serve as an entirely different set of
runes. I'd possibly even expand to cover the greater wealth of
runes in general and go for w as and W as . Another
example is how i/I and f/F produce the same rune, but d/D
produces a rune and a letter. b/B both produce , while one of
those two could be or .

It stands out against serif fonts, but I think it'd be better
when written alongside sans-serif. Also the spacing
around the : is too much to have manual spaces on
3 either side.

Contemporary usage

I think it would be nice to add ligatures and bindrunes,
or the possibility of creating them, to add to the
5 accuracy of recreated historical texts

Both contexts

4

Mostly both, but for
historical/academic use it
would need more
variations

5

Contemporary usage

The vertically linear glyphs close together could
possibly make it harder to visuallize from a distance or
4 make it harder to read without struggle

Both contexts

5

Historical usage

4 Serifs, bindrunes (please add bindrunes somehow)

Both contexts

The font looks really epic but you should add an option for
serifs as I sayed many times

5 N/A

Both contexts

I absolutely love this font and cannot wait to be able to use it.
As an artist, i would love to be able to use it as a guide in
projects, rather than free-hand drawing runes on my tablet.

I think we're very used to the latin alphabet and carry
that thinking with us when seeing Grima. One thing I
would work on would be an easy uniform system that
distinguishes capitalized runes from non capitalized. If
you don't have that system it might become
overwhelming for some, and it might feel like youre
4 learning an alphabet twice as long.

It doesn't fit either context

4

Both contexts

4 Word spacing has to be slightly increased

Both contexts

Correções no manual PDF fornecido. Os valores de wght,
hght, angl, soft parecem estar errados em algumas páginas.

5

Both contexts

Really nice project. I hope the fact that I couldn't read it still
makes my answers useful to you
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It's going in a decent direction overall, though, and I look
forward to seeing future iterations.

Evaluation Responses - Gríma

How natural does a
paragraph/text area set
in Gríma look? Is it a
visually cohesive
textured shape, or more
of a scattered mess?

Rune Enthusiasts

Which context do you
think fits Gríma better: A
context of historical usage
(such as history/linguistics
books and museums) or
one of contemporary
Do you think the typeface could be further refined for
usage (signage,
use in text areas/paragraphs? If so, what aspects could promotional material,
be improved?
entertainment)?

Perhaps a few tweaks to the letter spacing. Other than
5 that I see no necessary improvements.

Feel free to write here any further comments you may have!
That includes any and everything about aspects that weren't
evaluated in this form, about glyph design, and other general
suggestions.

Both contexts

the familiarness with the script is important because, as
a layman, the space between words looks small and
takes away from the easyness of the eye. However, for
a reader versed in the language it looks like more than
enough cause it looks like the spacing in the original
Historical and also for
carvings. As of the integrations with latin script it looks a Tabletop Roleplayers (ie:
5 little bold, but it is nice to the eye.
D&D/Pathfinder)

should include a version with the bars on top and bottom as
seen in the carvings, linking all the glyphs

For me is a little bit difficult to understand when a word
ends and when the other word begins. However, as text
4 in general it looks very cohesive.
Both contexts

I really enjoy seeing this project, the created typeface opened
several opportunities for exploration. Waiting for the next step!
I guess that, in the future, you could be thinking in create some
kind of smallcaps and also lowercase glyphs. I also believed
by creating parallelism with the Latin alphabet in building a
variant for the font could do something very good. I also
believe that creating some parallelism with the Latin alphabet
to build a new variant for the font could do something very
good.

4

Maybe more variations of the R-rune?

Both contexts

4
4
4,4
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Evaluation Responses - Gríma

Timestamp

Designers

Are you able to
phonetically transliterate
Are you familiar with the runic characters and
nordic runic scripts?
latin letters?

Do you stem from a
design background/have Do you have any
any sort of design
experience with type
education?
design?

How visually cohesive
does the typeface seem
to you? Do the glyphs in
each variation instance
all look like they belong
to the same typeface?

How well do the glyphs
harmonise with each
other within individual
words?

7/23/2021 13:39:08 No

No

Yes

Yes

5,00

4

7/23/2021 13:58:01 No

No

Yes

Yes

5,00

3

7/23/2021 20:14:38 No

No

Yes

Yes

5,00

5

7/25/2021 10:14:03 No

No

Yes

Yes

5,00

4

7/25/2021 13:58:05 No

No

Yes

Yes

4,00

4

7/27/2021 13:06:19 No

No

Yes

Yes

5,00

5

7/27/2021 17:16:09 No

No

Yes

Yes

4,00

4

7/28/2021 12:15:22 No

No

Yes

Yes

5,00

5

8/2/2021 14:16:46 No

No

Yes

Yes

5,00

4

8/3/2021 18:09:11 No

No

Yes

Yes

4,00

4

8/13/2021 16:22:04 No

No

Yes

Yes

5,00

5
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Timestamp

Are you able to
phonetically transliterate
Are you familiar with the runic characters and
nordic runic scripts?
latin letters?

Designers

Do you stem from a
design background/have Do you have any
any sort of design
experience with type
education?
design?

MODE

How visually cohesive
does the typeface seem
to you? Do the glyphs in
each variation instance
all look like they belong
to the same typeface?
5

How well do the glyphs
harmonise with each
other within individual
words?
4

MEDIAN

5,00

4

AVERAGE

4,70

4,3
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Designers

How visually faithful do
you think the glyphs in
Gríma are to the original
How well do the glyphs basic shapes of the
harmonise with each
younger futhark (as
other within whole
shown in the inscription
paragraphs?
depicted below)?
Why?
Bearing in mind that these glyphs were created using a
square grid, made the typeface have a mathematical
fidelity to the original glyphs. Having said that, the
disadvantage of creating glyphs in a digital environment
is that it loses some of the original rusticity and
organicity, that the handmade glyphs convey. In
Conclusion, the use of a grid to create this typeface,
4
4 made it as clean and faithfull as possible to the original.

How legible (easily
distinguishable from one
another) are the runes in
Gríma?

4

3

5

3

4

4

3

4

They maintain the basic structure/skeleton of the forms
that conveys meaning, while employing a set of
4 construction rules to uniformize and solidify its writing

5

3

4

2

4

Os originais são muito parecidos, mas são menos
geométricos e não têm os pontinhos e não parecem ser
desenhados para ser utilizados em forma de parágrafo
4 como a escrita contemporânea ocidental.

4

4

I can match many of the caracters from the stone with
4 the designed ones

4

4

4

5

5

They appear to follow the same shapes and proportions.
Having only the one picture as reference, it does appear
like the original runes are more flexible (as they are
hand-drawn), although I don't think that its a bad thing if
4 the typeface is more rigid.

5

4

4 Less organic. The presented version is modern

5

4
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Designers

How visually faithful do
you think the glyphs in
Gríma are to the original
basic shapes of the
younger futhark (as
shown in the inscription
depicted below)?
Why?

How well do the glyphs
harmonise with each
other within whole
paragraphs?

How legible (easily
distinguishable from one
another) are the runes in
Gríma?

4

4

5

4

4

4

3,9

4,1

4
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Evaluation Responses - Gríma

Does the current range of each axis make for
sufficient variation? If not, which axes should be
widened in range? In which direction?

I think these 4 axes are enough, since most variable
fonts have only one axis, being most of the time the
weight.

Designers
How visually cohesive is
the glyph design
amongst all the axes?
Looking across all of the
examples shown, is it
possible to identify
they're all styles of the
same font family, or is
that connection easy to
Why?
miss?
Using the same reason as before
mentioned, using a square grid and a
mathematical approach to make sure the
glyphs and the variations are as clean as
possible, since most of the use of
typefaces are in digital screens these
5 days.

Do any of the axes somehow
compromise/distort the historical
legacy of the runes? If yes, which
one? Why?

i don´t think so, this typeface is a way
of honouring the orignal glyphs and
their history, while making a digital
version of it, to keep the user
captivated and make the lay people in
the area become interested in it.

5

Maybe the weight in a thinner direction, and the height
in the shorter direction

Feels like the angularity is a very crucial
axis in the design of this type, so its
extremes modify greatly the appearance
of the glyphs, which almost make it look
3 like a different font

Yes, the variations are sufficient

Overall, the cohesiveness as a font family
is maintained; the only axis that I feel
applies a variation that might compromise
this feature is the angularity...however, I
find both the extremes very interesting,
and my lack of knowledge on nordic runic
scripts does not allow to say which one
should be less variate (the round or
3 straight extremes)

The weight axis in its boldest form
marks a strong difference with the
original runes, at least comparing with
the image in the previous page, as it
loses a bit the elegance and lightness
that the original ones convey

4

Yes

É difícil perceber porque, como o caracter
é tão diferente dos que conhecemos,
mesmo mudando os eixos parece sempre I don't know, I don't have that kind of
3 a mesma família.
historic knowledge

Yes

Overall very cohesive. There's a small
detail on the first caracter that seems a bit
odd when changing the softness: the
4 middle stroke changes angles.
No idea.

Yes

I'd say part of the same big familiy
(rounded ofcours eare different from
4 straight etc.)

No

5

Maybe the angularity as in the runes
there are curve lines. This axis may
reduce/eliminate it.

They maintain the same style and
5 consistent shapes or proportions.

I don't know enough about the original
runes to have an opinion on this.

Some characters with softness on max.
4 still present very straight edges

No

There is sufficient variation. However, more
experimentation in altering the straight lines into more
"wiggly" lines would be interesting (it may hinder
legibility).
Some of the intermediate variations are hard to
distinguish from each other (particularly in softness
and a bit in angularity), but it will probably be easier to
compare them through paragraphs of text.
Regardless, they seem sufficient overall.
Weight, could be smaller
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Does the current range of each axis make for
sufficient variation? If not, which axes should be
widened in range? In which direction?

Designers
How visually cohesive is
the glyph design
amongst all the axes?
Looking across all of the
examples shown, is it
possible to identify
they're all styles of the
same font family, or is
that connection easy to
Why?
miss?
5
4
4,1
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Do any of the axes somehow
compromise/distort the historical
legacy of the runes? If yes, which
one? Why?

Evaluation Responses - Gríma

How versatile do you
think the current
variation axes make
Gríma?

Do you think that more variation axes
are necessary? If so, what additional
axes could help make the typeface fit a
broader spectrum of media?
If i had to say one, i would probably
change the style of the stroke, that is,
instead of being a rectangle, being a
shape more organic that is wider on
top and bottom and slimmer in the
middle for example, i do not know if
that would be feasible, just a
5 suggestion.

Designers

How natural does a
paragraph/text area set
in Gríma look? Is it a
visually cohesive
textured shape, or more
of a scattered mess?

How well do you find
that the runic glyphs
blend in when paired
with regular latin script?

Since i can not read it, there is not much
feeback i can give, maybe refine some
kerning. This glyphs would probably work
better in a paragraph, since it does not have
"ascendentes" e "descendentes", but there
is not much you can do about it.

3

5

Do you think the typeface could be further
refined for use in text areas/paragraphs? If
so, what aspects could be improved?

3

3

5

2

In my opinion the height of the glyphs make
the font seem condensed, so maybe change
5 the height to a smaller size

No, they are enough to allow variation
5 without compromising the main identity

4

I would try for a slight larger line spacing, but
4 overall it works as it is

3

3

4

4 No

3

O espaço entre palavras poderia ser
5 ligeiramente maior

4 A thinner version would be nice.

4

3

4

It is very likely that you can find ways to
improve it but it looks nice already. I'd just
like to see if it works with a way smaller lineheight. it seems like it uses a lot of space. in
the body text that can be a special problem
because it will spend a lot of paper. But it will
probably work anyway (i cannot say
because I can’t read it). You can also try
bigger spacing because sometimes it may
be difficult to quickly separate words (at
least, it seam like so to me). As these look
like upper case glyphs, maybe you can try to
increase letter spacing too and see if it
works better or not (normally if helps reading
texts written using uppercase Latin
4 characters).

2

I do not know If that should be the goal
when using such a typeface. It makes more
sense to me to use it in titles, small phrases,
3 etc.

The variations attempted seem
4 sufficient.

3

Maybe kerning. Some letters appear too
close together, which could result in
readability issues, although it is difficult to
5 tell as I do not know the language.

5 No

5

5 Tracking of the glyphs

No. But it would be funny to try serifs
out and see how it works out
(contemporary versions of the old
5 simple glyphs)

It may depend on how legible the font
4 should be
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Evaluation Responses - Gríma

How versatile do you
think the current
variation axes make
Gríma?

Do you think that more variation axes
are necessary? If so, what additional
axes could help make the typeface fit a
broader spectrum of media?

Designers

How natural does a
paragraph/text area set
in Gríma look? Is it a
visually cohesive
textured shape, or more
of a scattered mess?

How well do you find
that the runic glyphs
blend in when paired
with regular latin script?

5

3

5

3

4

4,5

3,3

4,1
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5

Do you think the typeface could be further
refined for use in text areas/paragraphs? If
so, what aspects could be improved?

Evaluation Responses - Gríma

Designers
Which context do you
think fits Gríma better: A
context of historical
usage (such as
history/linguistics books
and museums) or one of
contemporary usage
(signage, promotional
material,
entertainment)?

Feel free to write here any further comments you may have!
That includes any and everything about aspects that weren't
evaluated in this form, about glyph design, and other general
suggestions.

Both contexts

Congrats, this is a really good versatile variable font, that
can be used pretty much in every format available, from
museums subtitle boards to book, posters and even
websites.

Historical usage

Both contexts

Contemporary usage

Just a quick suggestion for further iterations of this survey: it
would be best to repeat or show images of the original nordic
runes beyond page 2, as there are several questions
regarding comparison with the original design, and for
someone with no familiarity with such representation, a
supporting image would help

Historical usage

Both contexts
Grima looks great. Particularly like the weight variation and
how it pairs nicely with serif and non serif latin type for
contemporary usage.
About the questionnaire, it's a bit tricky to really understand
how legible the typeface without having anything to compare
it against other than images of old runic script (This is in
cases like mine, who doesn't understand runic script). A way
to make it easier might be to put it side by side with other
runic typefaces to compare. For instance, looking at several
paragraphs of different typefaces might make it easier to
figure out if it's legible, even without understanding what is
written there.
This being said, ideally this would be better evaluated by
someone that can actually read runic script. It might be tricky
to find, but submitting this to online forums, public slack
groups, or even through twitter, might yield more reliable
responses.
Contemporary usage

Both contexts

in the website, you can find kerning issues in the last 2
letters of the trial word. I understand the font may have many
of these issues yet, but solve this one before the defence
because it's in the headline of the website :P

Both contexts

The font appears to be very well designed.

Both contexts

I find the typeface aesthetically pleasing, and I think it would
work particularly well in a contemporary context, although I
see no reason as to why it could not be used in an historical
context as well.

Both contexts

Very nice!
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Annex #4
‘English & Runes - The New Futhork,’ by Svein Ekers
(work in progress)
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